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Abstra t

The analysis of uni- or multivariate time series provides ru ial information to des ribe, understand, and predi t limati variability. The dis overy and implementation
of a number of novel methods for extra ting useful information from time series has
re ently revitalized this lassi al eld of study. Considerable progress has also been
made in interpreting the information so obtained in terms of dynami al systems theory.
In this review, we des ribe the onne tions between time-series analysis and nonlinear
dynami s, dis uss signal-to-noise enhan ement, and present some of the novel methods
for spe tral analysis. The various steps, as well as the advantages and disadvantages
of these methods, are illustrated by their appli ation to an important limati time
series, the Southern Os illation Index. This index aptures major features of interannual limate variability and is used extensively in its predi tion. Regional and global
sea-surfa e temperature data sets are used to illustrate multivariate spe tral methods.
Open questions and further prospe ts on lude the review.
Keywords: spe tral analysis, time series, predi tion, limate

, a epted.
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1 Introdu tion and Motivation
A time series provides useful information about the physi al, biologi al or so io-e onomi
system that produ ed it. The purpose of time-series analysis is to determine some of the
system's key properties by quantifying ertain features of the time series. These properties
an then help understand and predi t the system's future behavior.
To illustrate the ideas and methods reviewed here, we shall turn to one of the bestknown limati time series. This time series is made up of monthly values of the Southern
Os illation Index (SOI). It will be introdu ed in Se . 2.2 and is shown in Fig. 2 there.
At this point we merely noti e that physi al pro esses usually operate in ontinuous time.
Most measurements though are done and re orded in dis rete time. Thus the SOI time series,
as well as most limati and other geophysi al time series, are available in dis rete time.
1.1 Analysis in the time domain vs. the spe tral domain

Two basi approa hes to time series analysis are asso iated with the time domain or the
spe tral domain. We present them at rst in the linear ontext in whi h the physi al s ien es
have operated for most of the last two enturies. In this ontext, the physi al system an be
des ribed by a linear ordinary di erential equation (ODE), or a system of su h equations,
subje t to additive random for ing.
It goes well beyond the s ope of this review paper to introdu e the on epts of random
variables, sto hasti pro esses and sto hasti di erential equations. We refer the interested
reader to Feller [1968, 1970℄ for the former two on epts and to Arnold [1974℄ and S huss
[1980℄ for the latter. Many of the standard books on lassi al spe tral methods that are
ited in Se s. 3.1 and 3.2 also ontain good elementary introdu tions to sto hasti pro esses
in dis rete and, sometimes, ontinuous time.
We on entrate here on time series in dis rete time and onsider therefore at rst the
4

simple ase of a s alar, linear ordinary di eren e equation with random for ing,
X (t + 1) =

M
X
j =1

aj X (t M + j ) +  (t):

(1.1)

Its onstant oeÆ ients aj determine the solutions X (t) at dis rete times t = 0; 1; : : : ; n; : : :
In Eq. (1.1) the random for ing  (t) is assumed to be white in time, i.e., un orrelated from
t to t + 1, and Gaussian at ea h t, with onstant varian e equal to unity. In the Yule [1927℄
{ Walker [1931℄ method for the time-domain approa h one omputes the oeÆ ients aj and
the varian e 2 from a realization of X having length N , fX (t) : 1  t  N g.
This method is dis ussed further in Se . 3.3 below, where (1.1) is treated as an autoregressive (AR) pro ess of order M , whi h we denote by AR(M ). The notation used in the
present paper is summarized in Table 1. The table lists the main symbols in alphabeti al
order and indi ates the se tion where ea h symbol is introdu ed rst. This fa ilitates the
omparison between the methods we review, sin e the literature of ea h method tends to use
its own notation.
Table 1: Glossary of the prin ipal symbols
The spe tral-domain approa h is motivated by the observation that the most regular, and
hen e predi table, behavior of a time series is to be periodi . This approa h then pro eeds to
determine the periodi omponents embedded in the time series by omputing the asso iated
periods, amplitudes and phases, in this order.
The lassi al implementation of the spe tral-domain approa h is based on the Bo hnerKhin hin-Wiener theorem [Box and Jenkins, 1970℄ whi h states that the lag-auto orrelation
fun tion of a time series and its spe tral density are Fourier transforms of ea h other. Hannan's [1960℄ introdu tion to this approa h and its implementation ex els by its brevity and
larity; the so- alled Bla kman-Tukey implementation is presented in Se . 3.2 below. We
shall use here both the more mathemati al term of spe tral density and the term of power
5

spe trum,

often used in the s ienti and engineering literature, a ording to whether the
ontext is more theoreti al or more applied.
The remainder of this review is organized as follows. Se tion 2 deals mainly with signalto-noise (S/N) ratio enhan ement and introdu es singular-spe trum analysis (SSA) as an
important and exible tool for this enhan ement. Conne tions between SSA and empiri al
orthogonal fun tions (EOFs) are outlined in Appendix A. Statisti al tests for the reliability
of SSA results are also dis ussed in this se tion, along with onne tions to wavelet analysis.
In Se . 3, we present, in su ession, three methods of spe tral analysis: Fourier-transform
based, maximum entropy, and multi-taper. Both Se s. 2 and 3 use the SOI time series for the
purposes of illustrating the methods \in a tion." In Se . 4, the multivariate extensions of the
maximum-entropy method and of single- hannel SSA are introdu ed and a few additional
appli ations are mentioned or illustrated. The review on ludes with a se tion on open
questions, from the point of view of both the methodology and its appli ations.
1.2 Time series and nonlinear dynami s

Before pro eeding with the te hni al details, we give in this subse tion a qui k perspe tive
on the \nonlinear revolution" in time-series analysis. In the 1960s and '70s, the s ienti
ommunity found out that mu h of the irregularity in observed time series, whi h had traditionally been attributed to the above-mentioned random \pumping" of a linear system by
in nitely many (independent) degrees of freedom (d-o-f), ould be generated by the nonlinear intera tion of a few d-o-f [Lorenz, 1963; Smale, 1967; Ruelle and Takens, 1971℄. This
realization of the possibility of deterministi aperiodi ity or \ haos" [Glei k, 1987℄ reated
quite a stir.
The purpose of this review is to des ribe brie y some of the impli ations of this hange
in outlook for time-series analysis, with a spe ial emphasis on limati time series. Many
general aspe ts of nonlinear time-series analysis are reviewed by Drazin and King [1992℄, Ott
6

[1994℄, and Abarbanel [1996℄. We on entrate here on those aspe ts that deal with
regularities and have proven most useful in studying limati variability.
A onne tion between deterministi ally haoti time series and the nonlinear dynami s
generating them was attempted fairly early in the young history of \ haos theory." The
basi idea was to onsider spe i ally a s alar, or univariate, time series with apparently
irregular behavior, generated by a deterministi or sto hasti system. This time series ould
be exploited | so the thinking went | in order to as ertain, rst, whether the underlying
system has a nite number of d-o-f. An upper bound on this number would imply that
the system is deterministi , rather than sto hasti , in nature. Next, we might be able
to verify that the observed irregularity arises from the fra tal nature of the deterministi
system's invariant set, whi h would yield a fra tional, rather than integer, value of this set's
dimension. Finally, one ould maybe re onstru t the invariant set or even the equations
governing the dynami s from the data.
This ambitious program [Pa kard et al., 1980; Roux et al., 1980; Ruelle, 1981℄ relied
essentially on the method of delays, based in turn on the Whitney [1936℄ embedding lemma
and the Ma~ne [1981℄{Takens [1981℄ theorems. We rst des ribe an easy onne tion between
a univariate and a multivariate time series.
Let us assume that the univariate time series is the solution of a s alar nonlinear ODE
of order p,
X (p) = G(X (p 1) ; : : : ; X ):
(1.2)

et al.

This s alar higher-dimensional equation is equivalent to the following system of rst-order
ODEs,
X_ i = Fi (X1 ; : : : ; Xj ; : : : ; Xp); 1  i; j  p;
(1.3)

7

here X_  dX=dt  X (1) and X (p)  dpX=dtp. It suÆ es to write
X  X1 ; X_ 1 = X2 ; : : : ; X_ p 1 = Xp ; X_ p = G(X1 ; : : : ; Xp);

(1.4)

so that F1 = X2, F2 = X3,..., Fp = G. In other words, the su esive derivatives of X (t) an
be thought of as the omponent of a ve tor X  (X1; : : : ; Xp). The Eu lidean spa e R p in
whi h the ve tor X = X(t) evolves is alled the phase spa e of the rst-order system (1.3).
Let us now hange the point of view and onsider system (1.3) for arbitrary right-hand
sides Fi(X), rather than for the spe i Fi 's given by (1.4). Su h an ODE system represents
a fairly general des ription of a di erentiable dynami al system in ontinuous time [Arnold,
1973, 1983℄ . We are interested at rst in the ase in whi h only a single time series X^ (t)
is known, where X^ = Xi for some xed omponent i = i0 or X^ is some suÆ iently smooth
fun tion of all the omponents Xi. For the solutions of su h a system to be irregular, i.e.,
other than (asymptoti ally) steady or periodi , three or more d-o-f are ne essary. Can one
then go from (1.3) to (1.2) just as easily as in the opposite dire tion? The answer, in general
is \no"; hen e, a slightly more sophisti ated pro edure needs to be applied.
This pro edure is alled the method of delays and it tries, in some sense, to imitate the
Yule-Walker inferen e of (1.1) from the time series fX (t) : t = 1; : : : ; N g. First of all, one
a knowledges that the data X (t) are typi ally given at dis rete times t = nt only. Next,
one admits that it is hard to a tually get the right-hand sides Fi; instead one attempts to
re onstru t the invariant set on whi h the solutions of (1.3) that satisfy ertain onstraints
lie.
In the ase of onservative, Hamiltonian systems [Li htenberg and Lieberman, 1992℄,
there are typi ally unique solutions through every point in phase spa e. The irregularity in
the solutions' behavior is asso iated with the intri ate stru ture of antori [Wiggins, 1988℄,
ompli ated sets of folded tori hara terized by a given energy of the solutions lying on them.
8

These antori have, in parti ular, nite and fra tional dimension, being self-similar fra tals
[Mandelbrot, 1982℄.
Hamiltonian systems, however, are | mathemati ally speaking | stru turally unstable
[Smale, 1967℄ in the fun tion spa e of all di erentiable dynami al systems. Physi ally speaking, on the other hand, \open" systems in whi h energy is gained externally and dissipated
internally, abound in nature. Therefore, limati time series, as well as most other time
series from nature or the laboratory, are more likely to be generated by for ed dissipative
systems [Lorenz, 1963; Ghil and Childress, 1987, Ch. 5℄. The invariant sets asso iated with
irregularity here are \strange attra tors" [Ruelle and Takens, 1971℄, towards whi h all solutions tend asymptoti ally, i.e., long-term irregular behavior in su h systems is asso iated
with these attra tors. These obje ts are also fra tal, although rigorous proofs to this e e t
have been mu h harder to give than in the ase of Hamiltonian antori [Gu kenheimer and
Holmes, 1983; Lasota and Ma key, 1994℄.
Ma~ne [1981℄, Ruelle [1981℄, and Takens [1981℄ had the idea, developed further by Sauer
et al. [1991℄, that a single observed time series X^ (t) | where X^ = Xi or, more generally,
X^ = (X1 (t); : : : ; Xp(t)) | ould be used to re onstru t the attra tor of a for ed dissipative
system. The basis for this re onstru tion idea is essentially the fa t that su h a solution
overs the attra tor densely, i.e., as time in reases, it will pass arbitrarily lose to any point
on the attra tor. Time series observed in the natural environment, however, have nite
length and sampling rate, as well as signi ant measurement noise.
The embedding idea has been applied, therefore, most su essfully to time series generated numeri ally or by laboratory experiments in whi h suÆ iently long series ould be
obtained and noise was ontrolled better than in nature. Broomhead and King [1986a℄, for
instan e, applied su essfully SSA to the re onstru tion of the Lorenz [1963℄ attra tor. As
we shall see, for limate and other geophysi al time series, it might be possible to attain a
more modest goal: to des ribe merely a \skeleton" of the attra tor that is formed by a few
0
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robust periodi orbits.
In the limate ontext, Lorenz [1969℄ had already pointed out a major stumbling blo k for
applying the attra tor re onstru tion idea to large-s ale atmospheri motions. While using
more lassi al statisti al methods, he showed that the re urren e time of suÆ iently good
analogs for weather maps was of the order of hundreds of years, at the spatial resolution of
the observational network then available for the Northern Hemisphere.
The next-best target for demonstrating from an observed time series the deterministi
ause of its irregularity was to show that the presumed system's attra tor had a nite and
fra tional dimension. Various dimensions, metri and topologi al, an be de ned [Kaplan
and Yorke, 1979; Farmer et al., 1983℄; among them, the one that be ame the most popular,
sin e easiest to ompute, was the orrelation dimension [Grassberger and Pro a ia, 1983℄. In
several appli ations its omputation proved rather reliable, and hen e useful. Climati time
series, however, tended again to be rather too short and noisy for omfort (see for instan e,
Ruelle [1990℄ and Ghil et al. [1991℄ for a review of this ontroversial topi ).
A more robust onne tion between lassi al spe tral analysis and nonlinear dynami s
seems to be provided by the on ept of \ghost limit y les." The road to haos [E kmann,
1981℄ pro eeds from stable equilibria, or xed points, through stable periodi solutions, or
limit y les, and on through quasi-periodi solutions lying on tori, to strange attra tors. The
xed points and limit y les are road posts on this highway from the simple to the omplex.
That is, even after having lost their stability to su essively more omplex and realisti
solutions, these simple attra tors still play a role in the observed spatial patterns and the
time series generated by the system.
A \ghost xed point" is a xed point that has be ome unstable in one or a few dire tions
in phase spa e. Still the system's traje tories will linger near it for extended time intervals
[Legras and Ghil, 1985℄. Likewise, a ghost limit y le is a losed orbit that has be ome
slightly unstable but is visited, again and again, by the system's traje tories [Kimoto and
10

Ghil, 1993℄.

Consider the periodi solution shown in Fig. 1a as embedded in Eu lidean three-dimensional
phase spa e. It is neutrally stable in the dire tion tangent to itself, while in the plane perpendi ular to this tangent it is asymptoti ally stable in one dire tion and unstable in the
other, as shown in the Poin are se tion of Fig. 1b. In a multi-dimensional phase spa e, it
is plausible that the dire tions of stability are numerous or even in nite in number. The
dire tions of instability, however, would still be few in number, for parameter values not too
far from those at whi h the Hopf bifur ation that gave rise to the limit y le in the rst pla e
o urs. Hen e solutions of the full system would easily be attra ted to this barely unstable
limit y le, follow it losely for one or a few turns, be eje ted from its neighborhood, only to
return later, again and again.
The analogous pi ture for a ghost xed point was illustrated in detail for an atmospheri
model with 25 d-o-f by Legras and Ghil [1985℄; see also Ghil and Childress [1987; Figs. 6.12
and 6.18 there℄. Thus the \ghosts" of xed points and limit y les leave their imprint on the
system's observed spatio-temporal behavior.
Figure 1: The s hemati

diagram of a ghost limit y le.

The episodes during whi h the system traje tory ir les near a ghost limit y le result
in nearly periodi segments of the time series and hen e ontribute to a spe tral peak with
that period. This on ept was illustrated using 40 years of an atmospheri multivariate time
series by Kimoto and Ghil [1993℄ for the so- alled intraseasonal os illations of the Northern
Hemisphere (see also Ghil and Mo [1991a℄). We shall show in the subsequent se tions of
the present review, in parti ular Se . 2.2, how this on ept an be generalized to asso iate
multiple spe tral peaks with a robust skeleton of the attra tor, as proposed by Vautard and
Ghil [1989℄.
11

2 Enhan ing the Signal-to-Noise (S/N) Ratio
2.1 Motivation for singular spe trum analysis (SSA)

SSA is designed to extra t information from short and noisy time series, and thus provide
insight into the | unknown or only partially known | dynami s of the underlying system
that generated the series [Broomhead and King, 1986a; Fraedri h, 1986; Vautard and Ghil,
1989℄. We outline here the method for univariate time series and generalize for multivariate
ones in Se . 4.2.
The analogies between SSA and spatial EOFs are summarized in Appendix A, along with
the basis of both in the Karhunen{Loeve theory of random elds and of stationary random
pro esses. Multi- hannel SSA (see Se . 4.2) is numeri ally analogous to the Extended EOF
(EEOF) algorithm of Weare and Nasstrom [1982℄. The two di erent names arise from the
origin of the former in the dynami al-systems analysis of univariate time series, while the
latter had its origins in the prin ipal omponent analysis of meteorologi al elds. The two
approa hes lead to di erent methods for the hoi e of key parameters | su h as the, xed
or variable, window width | and hen e to di eren es in the way of interpreting results.
The starting point of SSA is to embed a time series fX (t) : t = 1; : : : ; N g in a ve tor spa e
of dimension M , i.e., to represent it as a traje tory in the phase spa e of the hypotheti al
system that generated fX (t)g. In on rete terms, this is equivalent to representing the
behavior of the system by a su ession of overlapping \views" of the series through a sliding
M -point window.
Let us assume, for the moment, that X (t) is an observable fun tion X^ (t) of a noise-free
system's dependent variables Xi(t), as de ned in Eq. (1.4), and that the fun tion  that maps
the p variables fXi(t) : i = 1; : : : ; pg into the single variable X (t) has ertain properties that
make it generi in the dynami al systems sense of Smale [1967℄. Assume, moreover, that
M > 2d + 1 | where d is the dimension of the underlying attra tor on whi h the system
12

evolves | and that d is known and nite. If so, then the representation of the system in
the \delay oordinates" des ribed in Eq. (2.1) below will share key topologi al properties
with a representation in any oordinate system. This is a onsequen e of Whitney's [1936℄
embedding lemma and indi ates the potential value of SSA in the qualitative analysis of
the dynami s of nonlinear systems [Broomhead and King, 1986a, b; Sauer et al., 1991℄. The
quantitative interpretation of SSA results in terms of attra tor dimensions is fraught with
diÆ ulties, however, as pointed out by a number of authors [Broomhead et al., 1987; Vautard
and Ghil, 1989; Palus and Dvorak, 1992℄.
We use SSA here, therefore, mainly (i) for data-adaptive signal-to-noise (S/N) enhan ement and asso iated data ompression; and (ii) to nd the attra tor's skeleton, given by its
least-unstable limit y les (see again Fig. 1 above). The embedding pro edure applied to do
so onstru ts a sequen e fX~ (t)g of M -dimensional ve tors from the original time series X ,
by using lagged opies of the s alar data fX (t) : 1  t  N g,
X~ (t) = (X (t); X (t + 1); : : : ; X (t + M 1));

(2.1)

the ve tors X~ (t) are indexed by t = 1; : : : ; N 0, where N 0 = N M + 1.
SSA allows one to unravel the information embedded in the delay- oordinate phase spa e
by de omposing the sequen e of augmented ve tors thus obtained into elementary patterns
of behavior. It does so by providing data-adaptive lters that help separate the time series
into omponents that are statisti ally independent, at zero lag, in the augmented ve tor
spa e of interest. These omponents an be lassi ed essentially into trend(s), os illatory
patterns, and noise. As we shall see, it is an important feature of SSA that the trend(s) need
not be linear and that the os illations an be amplitude- and phase-modulated.
SSA has been applied extensively to the study of limate variability, as well as to other
areas in the physi al and life s ien es. The limati appli ations in lude the analysis of pale13

o limati time series [Vautard and Ghil, 1989; Yiou et al., 1994, 1995℄, interde adal limate
variability [Ghil and Vautard, 1991; Allen and Smith, 1994; Plaut et al., 1995; Robertson and
Me hoso, 1998℄, as well as interannual [Rasmusson et al., 1990; Keppenne and Ghil, 1992℄
and intraseasonal [Ghil and Mo, 1991a, b℄ os illations. SSA algorithms and their properties
have been investigated further by Penland et al. [1991℄, Allen [1992℄, Vautard et al. [1992℄,
and Yiou et al. [2000℄. The SSA-MTM Toolkit rst do umented by Dettinger et al. [1995a℄
was built, largely but not ex lusively, around this te hnique.
2.2 De omposition and re onstru tion

In this se tion, we illustrate the fundamental SSA formulae with the lassi al example of a
limati time series, the Southern Os illation Index (SOI). SOI is a limati index onne ted
with the re urring El Ni~no onditions in the tropi al Pa i . It is de ned usually as the
di eren e between the monthly means of the sea-level pressures at Tahiti and at Darwin
(Australia).
We use this de nition and the monthly data given in the ar hive
http://tao.atmos.washington.edu/pa s/additional analyses/soi.html.
The SOI data in this ar hive are based on the time series at ea h of the two stations being
deseasonalized and normalized [Ropelewski and Jones, 1987℄. The seasonal y le is removed
by subtra ting the average of the values for ea h alendar month over a referen e interval,
in this ase 1951{1980. The residues from this operation, alled monthly anomalies in
the limatologi al literature, are then normalized with respe t to the standard deviation
omputed over the same interval.
The ar hived SOI data for 1866{1997 are from the Climate Resear h Unit of the University of East Anglia and those for 1998-1999 are from the Climate Predi tion Center of the
U.S. National Centers for Environmental Predi tion (NCEP). They are obtained by taking
14

the di eren e between the anomalies at Tahiti and those at Darwin and dividing by the
standard deviation of this di eren e over the same 30-year referen e interval. The time interval we onsider here goes from January 1942 to June 1999, during whi h no observations
are missing at either station; this yields N = 690 raw data points. Note that this raw SOI
time series is entered and normalized over the referen e interval 1951{1980, but not over
the entire interval of interest. We show in Fig. 2 the SOI obtained from this raw data set. It
a tually has mean 0:0761 and standard deviation equal to 1.0677. All subsequent gures,
however, use a version of the series that has been orre tly entered over the interval January
1942{June 1999.
Figure 2: Variations of the Southern Os illation Index (SOI).
SSA is based on al ulating the prin ipal dire tions of extension of the sequen e of augmented ve tors fX~ (t) : t = 1; : : : ; N 0g in phase spa e. The M  M ovarian e matrix CX
an be estimated dire tly from the data as a Toeplitz matrix with onstant diagonals, i.e.,
its entries ij depend only on the lag ji j j, f. Vautard and Ghil [1989℄:
ij

=N

1
ji

jj

NX
ji j j
t=1

X (t)X (t + ji j j):

(2.2)

The eigenelements f(k ; k ) : k = 1; : : : ; M g of CX are then obtained by solving
CX k = k k :

(2.3)

The eigenvalue k equals the partial varian e in the dire tion k and the sum of the k , i.e.,
the tra e of CX , gives the total varian e of the original time series X (t).
An equivalent formulation of Eq. (2.3), whi h will prove useful further on, is given by
forming the M  M matrix EX that has the eigenve tors k as its olumns and the diagonal
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matrix X whose elements are the eigenvalues k , in de reasing order:
EtX CX EX = X ;

(2.4)

here EtX is the transpose of EX . Ea h eigenvalue k gives the degree of extension, and hen e
the varian e, of the time series in the dire tion of the orthogonal eigenve tor k .
A slightly di erent approa h to omputing the eigenelements of CX was originally proposed by Broomhead and King [1986a℄. They onstru ted the N 0  M traje tory matrix D
that has the N 0 augmented ve tors X~ (t) as its rows and used singular-value de omposition
(SVD; see, for instan e, Golub and Van Loan [1996℄) of
CX = N1 0 DtD

(2.5)

to obtain the square roots of k . The latter are alled the singular values of D and have
given SSA its name.
Allen and Smith [1996℄ and Ghil and Tari o [1997℄ have dis ussed the similarities and
di eren es between the approa hes of Broomhead and King [1986a℄ and Vautard and Ghil
[1989℄ in omputing the eigenelements asso iated in SSA with a given time series X (t).
Both the Toeplitz estimate (2.2) and the SVD estimate (2.5) lead to a symmetri ovarian e
matrix CX . In addition, the eigenve tors k of a Toeplitz matrix are ne essarily odd and
even, like the sines and osines of lassi al Fourier analysis. The Toeplitz approa h has the
advantage of better noise redu tion when applied to short time series, as ompared to the
SVD approa h. This advantage omes at the pri e of a slightly larger bias when the time
series is strongly nonstationary over the interval of observation 1  t  N [Allen, 1992℄.
Su h bias-vs.-varian e trade-o s are ommon in estimation problems.
To obtain S/N separation one plots the eigenvalue spe trum illustrated in Fig. 3. In this
plot, an initial plateau that ontains most of the signal is separated by a steep slope from
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the noise; the latter is hara terized by mu h lower values that form a at oor or a mild
slope [Kumaresan and Tufts, 1980; Pike et al., 1984; Vautard and Ghil, 1989℄.
Figure 3: Singular spe trum of the SOI time series.
As the M  M matrix CX is symmetri , standard algorithms [Press et al., 1988℄ will
perform its spe tral de omposition eÆ iently, as long as M is not too large. The hoi e of M
is based on a trade-o between two onsiderations: quantity of information extra ted vs. the
degree of statisti al on den e in that information. The former requires as wide a window
as possible, i.e., a large M , while the latter requires as many repetitions of the features of
interest as possible, i.e., as large a ratio N=M as possible. The hoi e of M = 60 in Fig. 3
allows us to apture periodi ities as long as 5 years, while N=M = 11 is fairly safe and the
diagonalization of CX does not introdu e large numeri al errors either.
In Fig. 3, there is a lear grouping of the rst 5 eigenvalues, followed by a very steep
slope of three additional eigenvalues. The latter are well separated from the rst 5, as well as
from the remaining 52 eigenvalues, whi h form the mildly sloping and attening out \tail"
of the SSA spe trum.
The S/N separation obtained by merely inspe ting the slope break in a \s ree diagram" of
eigenvalues k or singular values 1k=2 vs. k works well when the intrinsi noise that perturbs
the underlying deterministi system and the extrinsi noise that a e ts the observations
are both white, i.e. un orrelated from one time step to the next [see de nition of  (t) in
Eq. (1.1)℄. This rudimentary separation works less well when either noise is red, i.e., when
it is given by an AR(1) pro ess (see Se . 3.3) or is otherwise orrelated between time steps
[Vautard and Ghil, 1989℄. The diÆ ulties that arise with orrelated noise led Allen [1992℄
and Allen and Smith [1994℄ to develop Monte Carlo SSA (see Se . 2.3).
When the noise properties an be estimated reliably from the available data, the appli ation of a so- alled \pre-whitening operator" an signi antly enhan e the signal-separation
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apabilities of SSA [Allen and Smith, 1997℄. The idea is to pre-pro ess the time series itself
| or, equivalently but often more eÆ iently, the lag- ovarian e matrix CX | su h that
the noise be omes un orrelated in this new representation. SSA is then performed on the
transformed data or ovarian e matrix and the results are tranformed ba k to the original
representation for inspe tion.
By analogy with the meteorologi al literature, the eigenve tors k of the lag- ovarian e
matrix CX have been alled empiri al orthogonal fun tions (EOFs; see Preisendorfer [1988℄
and referen es there) by Fraedri h [1986℄ and by Vautard and Ghil [1989℄. The EOFs orresponding to the rst ve eigenvalues are shown in Fig. 4. Note that the two EOFs in
ea h one of the two leading pairs | i.e., EOFs 1 and 2, as well as EOFs 3 and 4 | are in
quadrature and that ea h pair of EOFs orresponds in Fig. 3 to a pair of eigenvalues that
are approximately equal and whose error bars overlap. Vautard and Ghil [1989℄ argued that,
subje t to ertain statisti al signi an e tests dis ussed further below, su h pairs orrespond
to the nonlinear ounterpart of a sine{ osine pair in the standard Fourier analysis of linear
problems.
Figure 4: First

ve EOFs of the SOI time series.

In the terminology of our Se . 1 here, su h a pair gives a handy representation of a ghost
limit y le. The advantage over sines and osines is that the EOFs obtained from SSA are
not ne essarily harmoni fun tions and, being data-adaptive, an apture highly anharmoni
os illation shapes. Indeed, relaxation os illations [Van der Pol, 1940℄ and other types of
nonlinear os illations [Stoker, 1950℄, albeit purely periodi , are usually not sinusoidal, i.e.,
they are anharmoni . Su h nonlinear os illations often require, therefore, the use of many
harmoni s or subharmoni s of the fundamental period when arrying out lassi al Fourier
analysis, while a single pair of SSA eigenmodes might suÆ e. Capturing the shape of an
anharmoni os illation | su h as a seesaw or box ar, albeit slightly rounded or smoothed
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| is easiest when the SSA window is exa tly equal to the single period being analyzed.
Proje ting the time series onto ea h EOF yields the orresponding prin ipal omponents
(PCs) Ak :
M
X
Ak (t) =
X (t + j 1)k (j ):
(2.6)
j =1

Figure 5 shows the variations of the ve leading PCs. Again, the two PCs in ea h of the
pairs (1; 2) and (3; 4) are in quadrature, two by two (see Figs. 4a, b). They strongly suggest
periodi variability at two di erent periods, of about 4 and 2 years, respe tively. Substantial
amplitude modulation at both periodi ities is present, too.
Figure 5: First

ve PCs of the SOI time series.

The fth PC, shown in Fig. 5 , ontains both a long-term, highly nonlinear trend and
an os illatory omponent. We shall dis uss the trend of the SOI series in onne tion with
Figs. 6b and 16a further below.
We an re onstru t that part of a time series that is asso iated with a single EOF or
several by ombining the asso iated PCs:
1
RK (t) =
M

Ut
XX
t k2K j =Lt

Ak (t j + 1)k (j );

(2.7)

here K is the set of EOFs on whi h the re onstru tion is based. The values of the normalization fa tor Mt , as well as of the lower and upper bound of summation Lt and Ut , di er
between the entral part of the time series and its endpoints [Ghil and Vautard, 1991; Vautard
et al., 1992℄:
8
>
>
>
>
<

(Mt ; Lt ; Ut ) = >

>

>
>
:






1
t ; 1; t ;
1 ; 1; M ;

M

1
N t + 1 ; t N + M; M ;
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1  t  M 1;
M  t  N 0;
N 0 + 1  t  N:

(2.8)

The re onstru ted omponents (RCs) have the property of apturing the phase of the
time series in a well-de ned least-square sense, so that X (t) and RK (t) an be superimposed
on the same time s ale, 1  t  N . This is an advantage of the RCs over the PCs, whi h
have length N M and do not ontain dire t phase information within the window width
M.
No information is lost in the re onstru tion pro ess, sin e the sum of all individual
RCs gives ba k the original time series. Partial re onstru tion is illustrated in Fig. 6 by
summing the variability of PCs 1{4, asso iated with the two leading pairs of eigenelements;
it is ommon to refer to su h a re onstru tion (2.7), with K = f1; 2; 3; 4g, as RCs 1{4.
The portion of the SOI variability thus re onstru ted ontains 43% of the total varian e.
It aptures the quasi-os illatory behavior isolated by these two leading pairs, with its two
distin t near-periodi ities.
Figure 6: Partial re onstru tions of the SOI time series.
It is lear that the partial SOI re onstru tion (heavy solid urve in Fig. 6a) is smooth
and represents the essential part of the interannual variability in the monthly SOI data (light
solid). Ea h of the two pairs of RCs, 1-2 and 3-4, an be thought of as retra ing a ghost
limit y le in the phase spa e of the tropi al limate system. These two limit y les an then
be said to form the robust skeleton of the attra tor. It is unlikely that a time series of a few
hundred points, like the SOI or other typi al limati time series, will suÆ e to apture the
attra tor's ne stru ture [Vautard and Ghil, 1989℄.
This robust skeleton, however, provides suÆ ient information for most pra ti al purposes.
In parti ular, warm events (El Ni~nos) and old ones (La Ni~nas) over the eastern Tropi al
Pa i are aptured quite well, during the 57.5 years of re ord, as minima and maxima of
the partially re onstru ted SOI. We he k this statement by omparing the heavy solid urve
in Fig. 6a with the verti al arrows along the gure's upper and lower abs issae.
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These arrows orrespond to strong (heavy arrows) or moderate (light arrows) El-Ni~no/
Southern-Os illation (ENSO) events. The events are de ned subje tively, alendar quarter
by alendar quarter, from reanalyzed surfa e temperature data produ ed at NCEP and the
U. K. Meteorologi al OÆ e for the years 1950{1999 (see
http://www. p .noaa.gov/produ ts/analysis monitoring/ensostu /ensoyears.html).
Large positive peaks in the partial SOI re onstru tion, i.e., those that ex eed one standard
deviation, mat h the strong La Ni~nas quite well (downward-pointing arrows on the upper
abs issa). The only ex eptions are the 1950 and 1971 old events, whi h were of moderate
strength, and the weak 1996 La Ni~na.
The same good mat h obtains between the large negative peaks in the gure's heavy
solid urve, i.e., those that ex eed one standard deviation, and the strong El Ni~nos (upwardpointing arrows on the lower abs issa). The only notable ex eption is the large peak in
1977{78, whi h was lassi ed subje tively as a weak warm event. The 1957{58 and 1991{92
events appear as moderate-size minima in the partial SOI re onstru tion. They are in luded
in the NCEP list as strong El Ni~nos for one (January{Mar h 1958) or two (January{June
1992) seasons, but neither was strong during the se ond half of the alendar year. Thus
the only dis repan ies among the os illatory part of the SOI, based on RCs 1{4, and the
subje tive NCEP lassi ation is in the intensity | moderate vs. strong, or vi e-versa | of
a few events.
Earlier SSA results do support the present emphasis on the doubly-periodi hara ter
of ENSO phenomena. They in lude the analyses of Rasmusson et al. [1990℄ for sea-surfa e
temperatures and near-surfa e zonal winds in the tropi al Indo-Pa i belt, those of Keppenne and Ghil [1992℄ for a slightly di erent treatment of the SOI, as well as those of Jiang
et al. [1995a℄ for sea-surfa e temperatures and of Unal and Ghil [1995℄ for sea-level heights
in the tropi al Pa i . In all these data sets and SSA analyses, a quasi-biennial and a lowerfrequen y, quasi-quadrennial os illatory pair were reliably identi ed among the leading SSA
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eigenelements.
Shown in Fig. 6b is also a ltered version of RC-5, whi h aptures well the small but
signi ant long-term trend of the SOI time series in Fig. 2. To eliminate the os illatory
omponent apparent in PC-5 (Fig. 5 ), we applied SSA with the same 60-month window to
the full RC-5. The two leading eigenmodes orrespond to a pure trend, shown in Fig. 6b,
while the se ond eigenpair orresponds to a quasi-biennial os illation (not shown). The SOI
trend in Fig. 6b agrees, up to a point, with the one aptured by the multi-taper re onstru tion
in Se . 3.4.2 (see Fig.16a there). Given the re ent interest in the interde adal variability of
ENSO, we postpone a further dis ussion of this result for the moment when its multi-taper
version is also in hand.
Reliable S/N separation and identi ation of os illatory pairs is not always as easy as in
the ase of interannual limate variability in the tropi al Pa i . Global surfa e-air temperatures, for instan e, present a onsiderably more diÆ ult hallenge for identifying interannual
and interde adal os illations. Elsner and Tsonis's [1991℄ ex essive relian e on eigenvalue
rank-order as a riterion of signi an e in SSA has led to onsiderable onfusion in this ase
(see Allen et al. [1992a, b℄).
Reliable identi ation of the true signal onveyed by a short, noisy time series and of the
os illatory omponents within this signal requires e e tive riteria for statisti al signi an e,
whi h are treated in the next subse tion. Subje t to these aveats, a lean signal | obtained
by partial re onstru tion over the orre t set of indi es K | provides very useful information
on the underlying system, whi h is often poorly or in ompletely known.
Su h a signal an then be analyzed further, both visually and by using other spe tralanalysis tools that are des ribed in Se . 3. The Maximum Entropy Method (MEM), whi h
we des ribe in Se . 3.3, works parti ularly well on signals so enhan ed by SSA [Penland et
al., 1991℄.
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2.3 Monte Carlo SSA

In the pro ess of developing a methodology for applying SSA to limati time series, a
number of heuristi [Vautard and Ghil, 1989; Ghil and Mo, 1991a; Unal and Ghil, 1995℄ or
Monte Carlo [Ghil and Vautard, 1991; Vautard et al., 1992℄ methods have been devised for
S/N separation or the reliable identi ation of os illatory pairs of eigenelements. They are all
essentially attempts to dis riminate between the signi ant signal as a whole, or individual
pairs, and white noise, whi h has a at spe trum. A more stringent \null hypothesis" [Allen,
1992℄ is that of red noise, sin e most limati and other geophysi al time series tend to have
larger power at lower frequen ies [Hasselmann, 1976; Mit hell, 1976; Ghil and Childress,
1987℄.
For de niteness, we shall use here the term of red noise ex lusively in its narrow sense,
of an AR(1) pro ess given by Eq. (1.1) with M = 1 and a1 < 0, as required by weak or
wide-sense stationarity (see Appendix A for an exa t de nition). Other sto hasti pro esses
that have a ontinuous spe tral density S (f ) whi h de reases monotoni ally with frequen y
f will be alled \warm- olored."
The power spe trum S (f ) of the AR(1) pro ess is given by (e.g., Chat eld [1984℄)
S (f ) = S0

1 r2
1 2r os(2f=fN ) + r2 :

(2.9)

Here 0 < S0 < 1 is the average value of the power spe trum, related to the white-noise
varian e 2 in Eq. (1.1) by
2
S0 =
(2.10)
1 r2 ;
while r is the lag-one auto orrelation, 0 < r < 1, and the Nyquist frequen y fN = 2=t is
the highest frequen y that an be resolved for the sampling rate t. Note that in Eqs. (1.1)
and (2.1) we have used t = 1 for simpli ity and without loss of generality, sin e t an
always be rede ned as the time unit. It is useful, at this point, to re all | for larity's sake
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| that it not ne essary to do so. The hara teristi de ay time s ale  of the AR(1) noise
an be estimated by
t :
(2.11)
=
log r
In general, straightforward tests an be devised to ompare a given time series with an
idealized noise pro ess: the ontinuous spe trum of su h a pro ess is known to have a parti ular shape, and if a parti ular feature of the data spe trum lies well above this theoreti al
noise spe trum, it is often onsidered to be statisti ally \signi ant." A single realization of
a noise pro ess an, however, have a spe trum that di ers greatly from the theoreti al one,
even when the number of data points is large. It is only the (suitably weighted) average
of su h sample spe tra over many realizations that will tend to the theoreti al spe trum of
the ideal noise pro ess. Indeed, the Fourier transform of a single realization of a red-noise
pro ess an yield arbitrarily high peaks at arbitrarily low frequen ies; su h peaks ould be
attributed, quite erroneously, to periodi omponents.
More stringent tests have to be used, therefore, to establish whether a time series an
be distinguished from red noise or not. Allen [1992℄ devised su h a test that ompares
the statisti s of simulated red-noise time series with those of a given limati time series.
The prin iple of this test is impli it in some of Broomhead and King's [1986a℄ ideas. The
appli ation of SSA in ombination with this parti ular Monte Carlo test against red noise
has be ome known as \Monte Carlo SSA" (MC-SSA; see Allen and Smith [1994, 1996℄).
MC-SSA an be used, more generally, to establish whether a given time series an be
distinguished from other well-de ned pro esses. We only present here, for the sake of brevity
and larity, the original test against an AR(1) pro ess. Allen [1992℄ proposes, in fa t, to
estimate the mean X0 of the pro ess at the same time as the other parameters. We rewrite,
therefore, Eq. (1.1) here for the parti ular ase at hand as
X (t) = a1 [X (t

1)
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X0 ℄ +  (t) + X0 ;

(2.12)

here, as in (1.1),  (t) is a Gaussian-distributed white-noise pro ess with zero mean and unit
varian e.
When testing against the pro ess (2.12), the rst step in MC-SSA is to estimate the mean
X0 and the oeÆ ients a1 and  from the time series X (t) by using a maximum-likelihood
riterion. Allen and Smith [1996℄ provide low-bias estimators that are asymptoti ally unbiased in the limit of large N and lose to unbiased for series whose length N is at least an
order of magnitude longer than the de orrelation time  = 1= log r. Co hrane and Or utt
[1949℄ have shown that, when  is not very small relative to N , the use of a rude estimate
for the mean X0 | i.e., \ entering" the time series rst | an lead to severe biases in the
subsequent estimation of a1. This is not the ase for the SOI time series used here, as   N
for it. Hen e we have used an SOI time series, based on the data in Fig. 2, that has been
entered.
Based on the estimated values X^0, a^1 and ^ of these parameters, an ensemble of simulated
red-noise data is generated and, for ea h realization, a ovarian e matrix CR is omputed.
In the nonlinear dynami s literature, su h simulated realizations of a noise pro ess are often
alled surrogate data [Drazin and King, 1992; Ott et al., 1994℄.
The ovarian e matri es of the surrogate data are then proje ted onto the eigenve tor
basis EX of the original data by using Eq. (2.4) for their SVD,
R = EtX CREX :

(2.13)

Sin e (2.13) is not the SVD of the parti ular realization CR, the matrix R is not ne essarily diagonal, as it is in Eq. (2.4). Instead, R measures the resemblan e of a given
surrogate set with the original data set of interest. The degree of resemblan e an be quantied by omputing the statisti s of the diagonal elements of R . The statisti al distribution of
these elements, determined from the ensemble of Monte Carlo simulations, gives on den e
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intervals outside whi h a time series an be onsidered to be signi antly di erent from a
random realization of the pro ess (2.12). For instan e, if an eigenvalue k lies outside a 90%
noise per entile, then the red-noise null hypothesis for the asso iated EOF (and PC) an be
reje ted with this level of on den e. Otherwise, that parti ular SSA omponent of the time
series annot be onsidered as signi antly di erent from red noise. Additional problems
posed by the multipli ity of SSA eigenvalues and other ner points are also dis ussed by
Allen [1992℄ and by Allen and Smith [1996℄.
As the next step in the analysis of our SOI time series, we apply an MC-SSA noise test
to it. In order to enhan e the readability of the diagrams for the SSA spe tra in the presen e
of MC-SSA error bars, we asso iate a dominant frequen y with ea h EOF dete ted by SSA,
as suggested by Vautard et al. [1992℄, and plot in Fig. 7 the eigenvalues (diamonds) vs.
frequen y, following Allen and Smith [1996℄.
Figure 7: Monte Carlo singular spe trum of the SOI time series.
Su h a plot is often easier to interpret, with respe t to the MC-SSA error bars, than
plotting vs. the eigenvalue's rank k as in Fig. 3. Care needs to be exer ised, however,
sin e the dominant-frequen y estimate may be ambiguous or un ertain, due to the possible
anharmoni ity of the EOFs, espe ially for low frequen ies. This is patently the ase for the
5th mode in Figs. 3{5. This mode appears at zero frequen y in Fig. 7, while we know
very well that it has a quasi-biennial os illatory omponent besides its apturing the SOI's
nonlinear trend.
The error bars shown in Fig. 7 for ea h EOF represent 90% of the range of varian e found
in the state-spa e dire tion de ned by that EOF in an ensemble of 1000 red-noise realizations,
i.e., it denotes the interval between the 5th and 95th per entile. Hen e, eigenvalues lying
outside this interval are relatively unlikely (at the 10% level) to be due merely to the red-noise
pro ess (2.12) against whi h they are being tested.
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The high values in Fig. 7 exhibit a signi ant quasi-biennial os illation and an os illatory
omponent with a period of about 50 months. The low values near 1 y le yr 1 are due to
the fa t that the seasonal y le has been removed prior to the analysis, and the onsequent
suppression of power near annual- y le periods has not been taken into a ount in the noiseparameter estimation. Allen and Smith [1996℄ re ommend that, as far as possible, seasonal
y les should not be removed prior to the analysis, but that their presen e should be taken
into a ount expli itly in the parameter estimation (see also Jiang et al. [1995a℄ and Unal and
Ghil [1995℄). This re ommendation has to be weighted against two related onsiderations.
First, the reliable identi ation of a given periodi ity be omes harder as the number of
periodi ities to be estimated in reases and, se ond, the seasonal y le and its physi al auses
are fairly well known and understood.
The MC-SSA algorithm des ribed above an be adapted to eliminate known periodi
omponents and test the residual against noise. This adaptation an provide better insight
into the dynami s aptured by the data. Indeed, known periodi ities | like orbital for ing
on the Quaternary time s ale or seasonal for ing on the intraseasonal-to-interannual one
| often generate mu h of the varian e at the lower frequen ies manifest in a time series
and alter the rest of the spe trum. Allen [1992℄ and Allen and Smith [1996℄ des ribe this
re nement of MC-SSA whi h onsists in restri ting the proje tions given by Eq. (2.13) to
the EOFs that do not a ount for known periodi behavior.
Monte Carlo simulation is a robust, exible and nonparametri approa h to assessing the
signi an e of individual eigenmodes in SSA. Sin e it an be omputationally intensive, Allen
and Smith [1996℄ suggest a mu h faster, albeit parametri alternative. In an appendix, they
also larify the relationship between on den e intervals from MC-SSA and earlier heuristi
approa hes (e.g., Vautard and Ghil [1989℄, Ghil and Mo [1991a℄ and Unal and Ghil [1995℄).
MC-SSA provides, furthermore, the means of evaluating the signi an e of frequen y
separation between apparently distin t spe tral peaks, without appealing to the appli ation
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of additional spe tral methods. The asso iated \bandwith" is 1=M and is dis ussed further
in a multi- hannel ontext in Se . 4.2. Given the fa t that the assignment of frequen y
to an eigenpair is not entirely unique (see dis ussion of the zero-frequen y omponent in
Fig. 7), we still re ommend the appli ation of other spe tral methods for the detailed study
of spe tral ontent, in addition to SSA and MC-SSA.
2.4 Multi-s ale SSA and wavelet analysis

Wavelet analysis has be ome a basi tool for the study of intermittent, omplex and selfsimilar signals, be ause it works as a mathemati al mi ros ope that an fo us on a spe i
part of the signal to extra t lo al stru tures and singularities [Strang, 1989; Meyer, 1992,
1993; Daube hies, 1992℄. In limate dynami s [Meyers et al., 1993; Weng and Lau, 1994;
Torren e and Compo, 1998℄ and geophysi s [Kumar and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1997℄ wavelets
have been used mostly to follow hanges in frequen y of one or more periodi signals. While
SSA follows amplitude and phase modulation of a signal easily (see Se . 2.2 here, as well as
Plaut and Vautard [1994℄ and Moron et al. [1998℄), small hanges in frequen y are subsumed
typi ally in a single pair of SSA eigenmodes.
A wavelet transform requires the hoi e of an analyzing fun tion or \mother wavelet"
that has general admissibility properties [Meyer, 1992; Daube hies, 1992℄, as well as the more
spe i property of time and frequen y lo alization, i.e., and its Fourier transform F must
de ay rapidly outside a given interval. Fun tions based on a Gaussian, (x) = exp( x2 ),
rst proposed in this ontext by Gabor [1946℄, possess the lo alization property even though
they do not verify the admissibility ondition that their integral over the real line R vanish
[Delprat et al., 1992℄.
A -wavelet transform W in ontinuous time and frequen y is simply a proje tion of a
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signal X (t), 1 < t < 1, onto b-translated and a-dilated versions of :
W

Z 1
1
(a; b) = pa X (t)

1





t b
dt:
a

(2.14)

If most of is on entrated between [ 1; 1℄, say (up to a res aling), then Eq. (2.14) is learly
an analysis of X in the interval [b a; b + a℄. Using the su essive derivatives (n) of a given
mother wavelet in Eq. (2.14) is equivalent (up to a normalization fa tor) to a -analysis
of the su essive derivatives of the time series X ; this is easy to see through an integration
by parts.
The original signal, or a ltered version of it, an be re onstru ted from the family of
wavelet transforms. Hen e, for s ale values a in an interval I , a re onstru ted version XI of
the signal X (t) is:
XI (t) = A

Z

Z 1
a2I b=

1

W (a; b)





t b dadb
;
a
a2

(2.15)

is a normalization fa tor whi h only depends on the mother wavelet . This formulation
is essentially a bandpass lter of X through I ; if I is the positive real line, I = R + , then
XI (t) = X (t). Note that the Gaussian (x) = exp( x2 =2) itself annot be used in the
re onstru tion formula (2.15), be ause it does not satisfy R 11 (x)dx = 0, although its
rst derivative does. The forward transform of Eq. (2.14), however, is well-de ned and the
Gaussian an be used as an analyzing tool [Arneodo et al., 1993; Yiou et al., 2000℄.
A large number of wavelet bases have been introdu ed to satisfy the on i ting requirements of ompleteness, lo alization in both time and frequen y, and orthogonality or |
for nonorthogonal bases | limited redundan y. To provide an optimal multi-s ale de omposition of a given signal, an automati , time-varying adjustment of the mother wavelet's
shape may be desirable. This ould repla e the urrent pra ti e of sear hing through extensive \libraries" of mother wavelets (e.g., http://www.mathsoft. om/wavelets.html). To
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provide su h a data-adaptive variation in basis with time, Yiou et al. [2000℄ have introdu ed
multi-s ale SSA.

Systemati omparisons between SSA, the wavelet transform, and other spe tral-analysis
methods have been arried out by Yiou et al. [1996℄ and in Table 1 of Ghil and Tari o [1997℄.
Further analogies between ertain mathemati al features of SSA and wavelet analysis were
mentioned by Yiou [1994℄. Table 2 here summarizes the most useful mathemati al parallels
between the two time-series analysis methods.
Table 2: Analogy between SSA and wavelet analysis.
In SSA, the largest s ale at whi h the signal X is analyzed in Eq. (2.6) is approximately
N t, the length of the time series, and the largest period is the window width M t. As a
onsequen e, the EOFs k ontain information from the whole time series, as in the Fourier
transform.
In order to de ne a lo al SSA, the SSA methodology was extended by using a timefrequen y analysis within a running time window whose size W is proportional to the order M
of the ovarian e matrix. Varying M , and thus W in proportion, a multi-s ale representation
of the data is obtained. A lo al SSA is performed by sliding windows of length W  N t,
entered on times b = W=2; : : : ; N t W=2, along the time series. This method is useful
when the lo al variability | assumed to be the sum of a trend, statisti ally signi ant
variability, and noise | hanges in time.
A priori, the two s ales W and M an vary independently, as long as W is larger than
M t, W=(M t)  > 1, and is large enough [Vautard et al., 1992℄. In the wavelet
transform, however, the number of os illations of the mother wavelet is xed and independent
of the s ale (width) of the analyzing wavelet. In this spirit, Yiou et al. [2000℄ xed the ratio
W=M = t and relied therewith on the os illation property of the EOFs to provide a
xed number of zeroes for the data-adaptive \wavelet" k of ea h lo al SSA analysis. They
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used = 3 in most of their al ulations, as well as only the one or two leading EOFs, 1
and/or 2, on ea h W -interval. This provides an analysis at a xed s ale W (see Table 2).
Sampling a set of W values that follow a geometri al sequen e, for instan e in powers of 2
or 3, provides a multi-s ale analysis very similar to the wavelet transform.
For a given position b and xed W , we thus obtain lo al EOFs that are the dire t analogs
of analyzing wavelet fun tions. The number of EOF os illations in reases roughly with order
and the zeroes of k+1 separate those of k ; this emulates an important property of su essive
analyzing wavelets. The rst EOF thus orresponds approximately to an analyzing wavelet
fun tion with a single extremum and no zero inside the window, for instan e the Gaussian
or the \Mexi an hat"; su h a basi wavelet is denoted by = (0) in Table 2. The se ond
EOF has a single zero and is reminis ent of the rst derivative of the Gaussian, denoted by
(1) in Table 2, and so on. Vautard and Ghil [1989℄ demonstrated this os illation property
of the EOFs for red noise in ontinuous time and Allen [1992℄ did so for the same type of
noise pro ess in dis rete time. Appendix B of Yiou et al. [2000℄ provides a more general
proof that is based on the on ept of total positivity for lag- ovarian e matri es.
For ea h b and ea h EOF k , it is possible to obtain lo al PCs Ak and RCs Rk [see
Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7)℄. The kth PC at time b is
Abk

(t) =

M
X
j =1

X (t + j

1)bk (j );

(2.16)

Abk (t j )bk (j );

(2.17)

and the orresponding RC is
Rkb

(t) = M1

M
X

t j =1

with b W=2  t  b + W=2. The ru ial di eren e between this lo al version and global
SSA is that the RCs are obtained here from lo al lag- ovarian e matri es. As b varies from
W=2 to N t W=2, this implies that the RCs will be trun ated near the edges of the time
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series.
We thus see that the lo al SSA method provides simultaneous \wavelet transforms" of
the data by a set of analyzing wavelet fun tions, orresponding to the M di erent EOFs
of the lag- ovarian e matrix. When W = M t is small, lo al SSA provides a small-s ale
analysis of the signal with a few distin t analyzing fun tions, i.e., a small subset of EOFs
indexed by k. This is reasonable as there are not many possible stru tures at s ales that
approa h the sampling time s ale. On the other hand, at large s ales, lo al SSA an also
provide the simultaneous analysis by many di erent analyzing mother wavelet fun tions,
fk : 1  k  M g, and thus re e t the large omplexity of the stru tures that is possible
over the entire time series.
The most important property of this lo al SSA analysis is that the analyzing fun tions
are data adaptive. In other words, the shape of these analyzing fun tions is not imposed
a priori, like in a wavelet analysis, but expli itly depends on the time series itself. For
instan e, an os illatory behavior ould be followed in a given time series by white or olored
noise and then by deterministi ally intermittent behavior. These hanges in behavior ould
indi ate regime transitions that the system whi h generates the signal underwent while under
observation. If so, an analyzing wavelet whi h is adapted to ea h se tion of the signal will
de nitely help follow su h regime transitions in time.
Yiou et al. [2000℄ performed multi-s ale SSA on the monthly SOI data for the years
1933{1996 (see Se . 2.2). The parameters were = 3 and geometri s ale in rements of
2. They omputed, moreover, an \instantaneous" frequen y by least-square tting a sine
wave to ea h lo al EOF of interest, as done in Monte-Carlo SSA for the global EOFs. The
instantaneous frequen y an also be obtained from a omplex wavelet transform [Delprat et
al., 1992; Farge, 1992℄, by using information on the phase of the transform.
The analysis of Yiou and olleagues did not reveal any eviden e of self-similarity or
fra tality in the SOI. Instead, they nd a preferred s ale of variability between 3 and 5 years
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(not shown), whi h orresponds to ENSO's low-frequen y mode (see Se . 2.2 of the present
paper and referen es there). The rst two lo al EOFs are onsistently paired and in phase
quadrature, whi h shows that the nonlinear os illation asso iated with this mode is robust
and persists throughout the sixty-odd years being examined.
The omputation of the instantaneous frequen y in multi-s ale SSA allows one to dete t
an abrupt frequen y shift of ENSO's low-frequen y mode near 1960 (Fig. 8). The hara teristi periodi ity goes from 57 months (between 1943 and 1961) to 39 months (between 1963
and 1980). A de rease in period in the early 1960s was observed already by Moron et al.
[1998℄ in Tropi al Pa i sea-surfa e temperatures, by using multi- hannel (global) SSA, and
by Wang and Wang [1996℄ in a sea-level pressure re ord at Darwin, using wavelet methods.
Mann and Park [1996b; Fig. 9 there℄ also observed a \pin h-out" in the amplitude of the
quasi-biennial os illation in the 1960s.
Figure 8: Instantaneous SOI frequen ies.
[1998℄ noti ed, on the one hand, a hange in the low-frequen y mode's
periodi ity in the early 1960s, by using multi- hannel SSA (see Se . 4.2 here) with di erent
window widths (from M = 72 months to 168 months) on sea-surfa e temperature elds for
1901{1994 (their Fig. 2 and Table 4). On the other hand, these authors found that the
trend of the sea-surfa e temperatures in the Tropi al Pa i exhibited an in rease from 1950
on (their Fig. 4). They related this surfa e trend to a hange in the parameters | su h
as the thermo line depth along the Equator | of the oupled o ean-atmosphere os illator
responsible for ENSO [Ghil et al., 1991; Neelin et al., 1994, 1998℄.
The frequen y of a linear os illator always hanges smoothly as a fun tion of the oeÆients in the linear ODE that governs it. That is typi ally the ase for nonlinear os illators
that depend on a single parameter as well [Stoker, 1950℄. Two notable ex eptions involve
period doubling [Feigenbaum, 1978; E kmann, 1981℄ and the Devil's stair ase [Feigenbaum
Moron et al.
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et al.,

1982; Bak, 1986℄. In both these routes to haos, frequen ies hange abruptly as one
parameter, in the former, or two, in the latter [S huster, 1988℄, hange gradually.
Moron et al. [1998℄ hypothesized, therefore, that | as one of the parameters of the
ENSO os illator rosses a threshold value in the early 1960s | the period of the seasonally
for ed limati os illator jumps from one step of the Devil's stair ase to another. This would
on rm an important aspe t of re ent theoreti al work on ENSO's os illatory regularity, as
well as on the irregular o uren es of major warm and old events [Chang et al., 1994; Jin
et al., 1994; Tziperman et al., 1994℄.
Yiou et al. [2000℄ ompared the results in Fig. 8 here with those of Moron et al. [1998℄,
using multi- hannel SSA (see Se . 4.2 in the present paper), and those of Wang and Wang
[1996℄. The latter authors used both the standard wavelet transform with a Morlet mother
wavelet and Mallat and Zhang's [1993℄ waveform transform to analyze the Darwin sea-level
pressures for 1872{1995. The frequen y jump in Fig. 8 is mu h sharper than when using
either global SSA or wavelet-type methods (not shown here). It is also sharper than the
hanges in SOI variability des ribed by Torren e and Compo [1998℄, who used both Morlet
and Mexi an-hat basis fun tions for their analysis. Multi-s ale SSA an thus provide sharper
regime transitions in the evolution of a nonlinear system than either global SSA or a wavelet
analysis that uses a xed set of basis fun tions.
3 Spe tral Analysis Methods
3.1 Generalities and de nitions

Both deterministi [E kmann and Ruelle, 1985℄ and sto hasti [Hannan, 1960℄ pro esses an,
in prin iple, be hara terized by a fun tion of frequen y f (instead of time t). This fun tion
S (f ) is alled the power spe trum in the engineering literature or the spe tral density in
the mathemati al one (see Se . 1.1 for our use of the terms). Thus, a very irregular motion
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possesses a smooth and ontinuous spe trum, whi h indi ates that all frequen ies in a given
band are ex ited by su h a pro ess. On the other hand, a purely periodi or quasi-periodi
pro ess is des ribed by a single line or a ( nite) number of lines in the frequen y domain.
Between these two extremes, nonlinear deterministi but \ haoti " pro esses an have spe tral peaks superimposed on a ontinuous and wiggly ba kground [Ghil and Childress, 1987,
Se . 12.6; Ghil and Jiang, 1998℄.
In theory, for a spe tral density S (f ) to exist and be well de ned, the dynami s generating the time series has to be ergodi and allow the de nition of an invariant measure,
with respe t to whi h the rst and se ond moment of the generating pro ess are omputed
as an ensemble average. The reason for the spe tral theory of linear random pro esses being
more familiar is simply that the onstru tion of su h an invariant measure is easier for su h
pro esses [Hannan, 1960; Priestley, 1981a℄. In pra ti e, the distin tion between deterministi ally haoti and truly random pro esses via spe tral analysis an be as tri ky as the
attempted distin tions based on the dimension of the invariant set (see Se . 1.2 and referen es therein). In both ases, the diÆ ulty is due to the shortness and noisiness of limati
time series.
Given the existen e and invarian e of an appropriate measure, the rigorous de nition of
the pro ess's lag- orrelation fun tion involves a Lebesgue integral over that measure. On the
spe tral side of the Wiener-Khin hin equality [see Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) in the next subse tion℄,
one then has to use a Stieltjes integral | rather than the more familiar Riemann integral
| with respe t to the usual measure on R to ompute the umulative power P (f ) of the
pro ess over all frequen ies between 1 and the given frequen y f (e.g., Hannan [1960℄).
The spe trum is ontinuous at all points f where the left and right limits of this integral
are equal, i.e. P (f ) = P (f +). At su h points S (f ) = dP=df . Where this is not the ase,
an upward jump in P (f ) o urs, i.e., P (f +) = P (f ) + p(f ), where p(f ) > 0. Su h a
dis ontinuity in P (f ) orresponds, loosely speaking, to a Dira Æ-fun tion in the \spe tral
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density." The line spe trum is the sum of these Æ-fun tions that ontributes to S (f ), along
with the previously des ribed ontinuous spe trum (e.g., Priestley [1981a℄).
In pra ti e, spe tral analysis methods attempt to estimate either the ontinuous part
of the spe trum or the \lines" or both. The lines are often estimated from dis rete and
noisy data as more-or-less sharp \peaks." The estimation and dynami al interpretation of
the latter, when present, is often more robust and easier to understand than the nature
of the pro esses that might generate the broad-band ba kground, whether deterministi of
sto hasti .
The numeri al omputation of the power spe trum of a random pro ess is an ill-posed
inverse problem [Jenkins and Watts, 1968; Thomson, 1982℄. For example, a straightforward
al ulation of the dis rete Fourier transform of a random time series | whi h has a ontinuous spe tral density | will provide a spe tral estimate whose varian e is equal to the
estimate itself [Jenkins and Watts, 1968; Box and Jenkins, 1970℄. In the remainder of this
se tion, we outline three te hniques to redu e this varian e that are ommonly used for the
spe tral analysis of limati time series and point out their respe tive properties, advantages
and failings.
Ea h one of the three te hniques outlined in Se s. 3.2{3.4 below | Bla kman-Tukey,
maximum entropy, and multi-taper | an provide on den e intervals for the estimates
it produ es. Still, these \error bars" are based on ertain assumptions about the pro ess
generating the time series that is being analyzed. These assumptions are rarely, if ever, met
in pra ti e by the physi al pro esses one wishes to examine. Therefore, we highly re ommend
to apply several independent te hniques to a given time series before drawing any on lusion
about its spe trum.
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3.2 Classi al spe tral estimates

A generi problem of time series analysis is the niteness of the time interval on whi h the
series is known. Estimating the spe trum of fX (t) : t = 1; : : : ; N g by a dis rete Fourier transform yields its periodogram, whi h is the Fourier transform squared. Doing so orresponds
to onvolving the true spe trum with the spe trum of a box- ar fun tion; this indu es power
leakage, due to the lobes of the Fourier transform of the box ar. The resulting systemati
distortion of the spe trum adds to the problem of the varian e of the spe tral estimate.
3.2.1 The periodogram and the orrelogram

The so- alled periodogram estimate S^X (f ) of S (f ) is given by
t
S^X (f ) =
N

N
X
t=1

X (t)e 2iftt

2

;

(3.1)

the use of i = p 1 in this se tion should not be onfused with the time index i used in
Se . 2. The estimate S^X (f ) is itself a random-valued fun tion. Its mean leads to the orre t
SX as the length N t of the sample series tends to in nity, but the standard deviation
in this limit N ! 1 is as large as the mean SX (f ) being estimated [Hannan, 1960℄. An
estimate for whi h the varian e does not tend to zero as the sample size tends to in nity is
alled statisti ally in onsistent. Moreover, for any nite N , the sample periodogram S^X is a
biased estimate of SX , i.e., its mean over distin t realizations of the same pro ess does not
equal SX in general.
Bla kman and Tukey [1958℄ gave an alternative method to estimate the power spe trum
of a given time series fX (t) : t = 1; : : : ; N g. Their method helps redu e the estimate's
varian e and bias, and attenuate the leakage e e ts of the periodogram [Chat eld, 1984℄.
The method's starting point is the so- alled Wiener-Khin hin or Bo hner-Khin hin-Wiener
theorem, whi h states that the spe tral density SX is equal to the Fourier transform of the
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auto- orrelation fun tion X [Jenkins and Watts, 1968; see also Se s. 1.1 and 3.1 here℄:
X (k) =

EfX (t + k)X (t)g ;
EfX 2(t)g

(3.2)

where E is the expe tation operator.
Hen e the power spe trum SX (f ) of X (t) an be estimated by the Fourier transform
S~X (f ) of an estimate ^X of the true X , alled the orrelogram :
S~X (f ) =

N
X1
k= (N

1)

^X (k)e 2ifk :

(3.3)

This estimate is also biased and in onsistent, as it stands. Many methods have been devised
to redu e the bias, varian e and leakage in the dire t estimate (3.1) or the indire t estimate
(3.3). A su in t summary is provided by Ghil and Tari o [1997℄ and details are given in a
number of text books and referen e books [Chat eld, 1984; Kay, 1988℄.
A simple way to redu e the bias and varian e is to average the estimate over nonoverlapping bins in the frequen y domain, in order to smooth the periodogram:
SX (fk ) =

M
X
j= M

gj S^X (fk

j

);

(3.4)

where ffk : k = 1; : : : ; Nf g is a dis rete set of frequen ies, with Nf  N , and fgj g is a set
of 2M + 1 smoothing weights, with M < N=2. With well- hosen weights, the estimate SX
be omes onsistent, i.e., its varian e onverges to 0 as M and N tend to in nity [Chat eld,
1984; Per ival and Walden, 1993℄. In (3.4), the hoi e of M is di tated by a trade-o
between frequen y resolution | the larger M the better | and the estimated varian e,
whi h is proportional to M=N | hen e the smaller M the better [Kay, 1988; see also the
dis ussion of window width for SSA in Se . 2.2 here℄. Therefore, a rule of thumb is to take
M no larger than N=5 or N=10, to avoid spurious results from high-varian e estimates.
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The ounterpart of this approa h in the indire t estimation pro edure is to use a lag
window fW (k) : k = (N 1); : : : ; N 1g, with a smoothing parameter . An example
of su h a window is given in Eq. (3.7) below (see Se . 3.2.2). The power spe trum estimate
then be omes:
N 1
S X (f ) = X W(k)^X (k)e 2ifk :
(3.5)
k= (N

1)

With a areful hoi e of the shape of the window fW(k)g for xed  and of the parameter
value , the estimate SX enjoys the same statisti al properties as SX in Eq. (3.4), i.e.,
onsisten y and lower bias. It turns out that the two pro edures are formally equivalent and
that a lag window fW(k)g an be dedu ed from weights fgj g in Eq. (3.4), and vi e-versa
[Per ival and Walden, 1993℄. Computationally, it is more eÆ ient to al ulate (3.2) and
(3.5) than (3.1) and (3.4). Hen e the indire t or orrelogram method | asso iated with the
names of Bla kman and Tukey [1958℄ | is most often the algorithm of hoi e.
The windows traditionally have a ompa t support of length m < N , so that Eq. (3.5)
be omes, with  = m:
m 1
~SX (f ) = X Wm (k)^X (k)e 2ifk ;
(3.6)
k= (m

1)

m is

alled the trun ation point or window width in this standard formula. Su h lag windows
are heuristi ally hosen as modi ed osine fun tions, ubi fun tions or tent fun tions [Chateld, 1984℄. Classi al Bla kman-Tukey estimation deals largely with the hoi e of window
shape, often alled \window arpentry," and of the window width m, often alled \opening
and losing" the window.
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3.2.2 Bias and varian e redu tion

We illustrate the varian e redu tion properties of the lag window estimate in Fig. 9 with a
Bartlett window of varying width m. The Bartlett window is simply:
Wm (k) = 1

jkj ;
m

(3.7)

with k = 1; : : : ; m. The smoothed estimate (heavy solid) learly has a mu h smaller varian e
than the raw-periodogram estimate (light solid). Con den e levels relative to a pure red
noise | or AR(1) pro ess, whi h has a spe tral slope that behaves like [1 + (2f )2℄ 1, f.
Eq. (2.9) | an be al ulated for ea h window shape [Jenkins and Watts, 1968℄, but the
spe tral resolution is generally poor if the number N of data points, and hen e m, is low.
Figure 9: Classi al spe tral estimates of the SOI time series.
It turns out that the Bla kman-Tukey, or windowed- orrelogram, method is quite eÆ ient
for estimating the ontinuous part of the spe trum, but is less useful for the dete tion
of omponents of the signal that are purely sinusoidal or nearly so. The reason for this
is twofold: the low resolution of this method and the fa t that its estimated erros bars
are still essentially proportional to the estimated mean S~X (f ) at ea h frequen y f . We
shall see in Se . 3.4 how to hoose, a ording to the multi-taper method (MTM), a set of
optimal tapers that maximize the resolution. Moreover, MTM also allows the formulation
of statisti al-signi an e tests that are independent, in prin iple, of the amplitude of the
sinusoidal omponent that is being estimated.
Vautard and Ghil [1989℄ showed the (data-adaptive) bandpass ltering e e ts of re onstru ted omponents (RCs). In Fig. 10 we illustrate the ltering properties of SSA on the
SOI time series, by removing the trend and \noise" omponents with SSA, and omputing
the smoothed orrelogram of the residual time series. This lter enhan es the omponents
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with periodi ities around 3.5 years and 5.6 months. These approximate periodi ities will be
on rmed and re ned using the maximum-entropy method (MEM) and MTM in the next
two subse tions. Even with this SSA pre ltering, though, the lag-windowed orrelogram is
not able to distinguish a quasi-biennial from a quasi-quadrennial peak, as the MEM and
MTM are able to do.
Figure 10: Bla kman-Tukey orrelogram estimate of the SSA- ltered SOI.
3.3 Maximum-entropy method (MEM)

This method is based on approximating the time series under study by a linear AR pro ess
(1.1) of order M , AR(M ). It thus performs best when estimating line frequen ies for a time
series that is a tually generated by su h a pro ess. Details an be found in Burg [1967℄ or
Childers [1978℄.
Given a time series fX (t) : t = 1; : : : ; N g that is assumed to be generated by a widesense stationary pro ess with zero mean and varian e 2 , M 0 + 1 estimated auto- orrelation
oeÆ ients f^X (j ) : j = 0; : : : ; M 0g are omputed from it:
^X (j ) =

1
N +1

N
Xj

j t=1

X (t)X (t + j ):

(3.8)

In the absen e of prior knowledge about the pro ess that generates the time series X (t), M 0
is arbitrary and has to be optimized. The purpose of evaluating (3.8) is to determine the
spe tral density S^X that is asso iated with the most random, or least predi table, pro ess
that has the same auto- orrelation oeÆ ients ^. In terms of information theory [Shannon,
1949℄, this orresponds to the on ept of maximal entropy, hen e the name of the method.
In pra ti e, one obtains estimates fa^j : j = 0; : : : ; M 0 g of the regression oeÆ ients
aj : j = 0; : : : ; M g from the time series X (t) by assuming that the latter is generated by an
AR(M ) pro ess and that its order M equals M 0 . The auto orrelation oeÆ ients ^X (j ) are
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omputed a ording to Eq. (3.8) and used to form the same Toeplitz matrix CX as in SSA
[Vautard and Ghil, 1989; Penland et al., 1991; Vautard et al., 1992℄. This matrix is then
inverted using standard numeri al s hemes [Press et al., 1988℄ to yield the estimated fa^j g.
The spe tral density SX of the true AR pro ess with oeÆ ients faj : j = 0 : : : ; M g is given
by
a0
(3.9)
SX (f ) =
2;
M
X
1 + aj e2ijf
j =1

where a0 = 2 is the varian e of the residual noise  in Eq. (1.1). Therefore, the knowledge
of the oeÆ ients fa^j : j = 0; : : : ; M 0 g, determined from the time series X (t), also yields an
estimate S^X of the power spe trum.
An example of MEM estimates is given for the SOI time series in Fig. 11, using a number
of lags M 0 = 10, 20 and 40. It is lear that the number of peaks in reases with M 0 . Two
distin t interannual peaks appear only for M 0 = 40. This separation between a quasi-biennial
and a low-frequen y peak is a ompanied, unfortunately, by many spurious peaks at higher
frequen ies.
Figure 11: MEM spe tral estimates of the SOI time series.
In general, if the time series is not stationary or otherwise not well approximated by an
AR pro ess | e.g., if it is generated by nonlinear dynami s | it is ne essary to exer ise great
are in applying MEM. In su h ases, ross-testing with the appli ation of other te hniques
is espe ially important.
As the number of peaks in a MEM spe trum in reases with M 0 , regardless of the spe tral
ontent of the time series, an upper bound for M 0 is generally taken as N=2. Heuristi
riteria have been devised to re ne the hoi e of a reasonable M 0 [Haykin and Kessler,
1983; Benoist, 1986℄, based on minimizing the residual of a least-square t between the AR
approximation and the original time series [Akaike, 1969, 1974; Haykin and Kesler 1983℄.
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Su h \information- ontent" riteria, however, often tend to either underestimate [Benoist,
1986℄ or overestimate [Penland et al., 1991℄ the order of regression of a time series, depending
on its intrinsi hara teristi s.
The e e ts of the S/N enhan ement performed by SSA de omposition ( f. Se . 2) on
MEM analysis are illustrated in Fig. 12, where the noise omponents identi ed by SSA were
ltered out prior to MEM analysis. In this example, the power spe trum is mu h smoother
than in Fig. 11. The regression order M 0 = 10 suÆ es to separate a quasi-biennial peak at
about 2.4 years from a quasi-quadrennial peak at roughly 4.8 years, while no spurious peaks
appear at high frequen ies. By ontrast, Bla kman-Tukey spe tra of the same time series
(see Fig. 10 here and also Rasmusson et al. [1990℄) fail to separate these two peaks with
suÆ ient statisti al on den e.
Figure 12: MEM analysis of the SOI time series after SSA pre

ltering.

The subannual peak at 5.6 months, whi h is asso iated with the EOFs 10-11, is also
mu h sharper here than in Fig. 10. It an be distinguished therewith reliably from the
known semi-annual peak of tropi al variability; in fa t, the latter had been removed from
the time series along with the seasonal y le. A oupled-mode solution with spatial features
that resemble an o eani Kelvin wave and a period lose to 6 months has been obtained
in a hybrid o ean-atmosphere model with no seasonal y le by Neelin [1990℄. It provides a
plausible physi al me hanism for our 5.6-month peak.
3.4 Multi-taper method (MTM)

This method provides useful tools for the spe tral estimation [Thomson, 1982; Per ival and
Walden, 1993℄ and signal re onstru tion (e.g., Park [1992℄) of a time series whose spe trum
may ontain both broad-band and line omponents. Like the lassi al periodogram and
orrelogram methods of Se . 3.2, MTM is nonparametri , sin e it does not use an a priori,
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parameter-dependent model of the pro ess that generated the time series under analysis, like
MEM does. MTM redu es the varian e of spe tral estimates by using a small set of tapers
[Thomson, 1982; Per ival and Walden, 1993℄ rather than the unique data taper or spe tral
window used by the lassi al methods. The data are premultiplied by orthogonal tapers
onstru ted to minimize the spe tral leakage due to the nite length of the time series and
a set of independent estimates of the power spe trum is omputed.
The optimal tapers or \eigentapers" belong to a family of fun tions known as dis rete
prolate spheroidal sequen es (DPSS). They are de ned as the eigenve tors of a suitable
Rayleigh-Ritz minimization problem and were extensively studied by Slepian [1978℄. More
pre isely, the tapers are the dis rete set of eigenfun tions that solve the variational problem
of minimizing leakage outside of a frequen y band with half-bandwidth equal to pfR , where
fR = 1=(N t) is the Rayleigh frequen y, t is the sampling interval, and p is a suitably
hosen integer. Be ause the windowing fun tions or eigentapers are the spe i solution to an
appropriate variational problem, this method is less heuristi than traditional nonparametri
te hniques (see Se . 3.2 here, as well as Box and Jenkins [1970℄ and Jenkins and Watts [1968℄).
Averaging over the (small) ensemble of spe tra obtained by this pro edure yields a better
and more stable estimate | i.e., one with lower varian e | than do single-taper methods
[Thomson, 1990a℄.
Detailed algorithms for the al ulation of the eigentapers are readily available [Thomson,
1982; Per ival and Walden, 1993℄. In pra ti e, only the rst 2p 1 tapers provide usefully
small spe tral leakage [Slepian, 1978; Thomson, 1982; Park et al., 1987℄. Thus, the number
K of tapers used should be less than 2p 1 in any appli ation of MTM.
The hoi e of the bandwidth 2pfR and number of tapers K thus represents the lassi al
trade-o between spe tral resolution and the stability or varian e-redu tion properties of the
spe tral estimate [Thomson, 1982℄. The ase p = 1 and K = 1 is simply the single-tapered
dis rete Fourier transform (DFT) of Bla kman and Tukey [1958℄. For instrumental limate
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re ords, with a typi al length of a few hundred points, the hoi e p = 2 and K = 3 o ers
a good ompromise between the required frequen y resolution for resolving distin t limate
signals (e.g., ENSO and de adal-s ale variability) and the bene t of multiple spe tral degrees
of freedom, i.e., of redu ed varian e [e.g., Mann and Park, 1993℄. Longer data sets permit
the use of a greater number K of tapers while maintaining a desired frequen y resolution.
The optimal hoi e of p and K depends in general on the length and other properties of the
time series under study.
We show in Fig. 13 the K = 3 leakage-resistant Slepian tapers for bandwidth parameter
p = 2. In this example, the e e tive half-bandwidth is 2fR for the spe tral estimate entered
at any parti ular frequen y f0. This half-bandwidth is a measure of spe tral resolution and
it equals, in the present ase, twi e that of an unsmoothed DFT. Thus a spe tral estimate
at the ve-year periodi ity of f = 0:2 y le/yr for a time series with N = 690 months (57.5
years) averages the raw periodogram over the frequen y interval between f  0:165 and
f  0:235 y le/yr. The varian e of the spe tral estimate at f0 is de reased, on the other
hand, threefold by averaging the three independent eigenspe tra. This varian e-resolution
trade-o is learly superior to onventional periodogram smoothing. The pro ess of MTM
spe tral estimation is des ribed in greater detail in the following subse tion.
Figure 13: The

rst K

= 3 eigentapers for the SOI time series in Fig.2.

Be ause of the improvements in its spe tral estimation properties over the lassi al methods of Se . 3.2, the MTM method has been widely applied to problems in geophysi al signal
analysis, in luding analyses of instrumental data on the atmosphere and o eans [Kuo et al.,
1990; Ghil and Vautard, 1991; Mann and Park, 1993, 1994, 1996a, b; Lall and Mann, 1995;
Mann et al., 1995b; Thomson, 1995℄, paleo limate proxy data [Chappellaz et al., 1990; Thomson, 1990a, b; Berger et al., 1991; Mann et al., 1995a; Mann and Lees, 1996; Mommersteeg
et al., 1995; Park and Maas h, 1993; Yiou et al., 1991, 1994, 1995, 1997℄, geo hemi al tra er
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data [Ko h and Mann, 1996℄, and seismologi al data [Park et al., 1987; Lees, 1995℄. Timefrequen y \evolutive" analyses based on moving-window adaptations of MTM have also been
applied to paleo limati re ords and model simulations [Yiou et al., 1991; Bir h eld and Ghil,
1993; Mann et al., 1995a; Mann and Park, 1996b℄.
3.4.1 Spe tral estimation

MTM an provide estimates of both the line omponents and the ontinuous ba kground of
the spe trum. On e the tapers wk (t) are omputed for a hosen frequen y bandwidth, the
total power spe trum SX an be estimated by averaging the individual spe tra given by ea h
tapered version of the data set. We all S^k (f )  jYk (f )j2 the kth eigenspe trum, where Yk
is the dis rete Fourier transform (DFT) of fX (t)wk (t) : t = 1; : : : ; N g. The high-resolution
multi-taper spe trum is a weighted sum of the K eigenspe tra,
K
X

Sr (f ) = k=1

k jYk (f )j2
K
X
k=1

k

;

(3.10)

for the hoi e of weights k and other details, see Per ival and Walden [1993℄.
This spe tral estimate's frequen y resolution is pfR , whi h means that line omponents
will a tually be dete ted as peaks or bumps of width 2pfR. The situation is thus similar, in
prin iple, to that for the lassi al spe tral estimate of Se . 3.2, ex ept that the peaks an be
identi ed with a higher resolution and greater on den e in MTM. For a white-noise pro ess
| or even one that has a lo ally at spe trum near the line of interest | the high-resolution
spe trum is hi-square distributed with 2K degrees of freedom [Thomson, 1982℄.
The relative weights on the ontributions from ea h of the K eigenspe tra an be adjusted
further to obtain a more leakage-resistant spe tral estimate, termed the adaptively weighted
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multi-taper spe trum,

K
X

Sw (f ) = k=1

b2k (f )k jYk (f )j2
K
X
k=1

b2k (f )k

:

(3.11)

The weighting fun tions bk (f ) further guard against broad-band leakage for a \warm- olored"
pro ess (see Se . 2.3) that is lo ally white, i.e., that has a fairly at spe trum in the
frequen y range of interest. The adaptive spe trum estimate has an e e tive number of
degrees of freedom  that generally departs only slightly from the nominal value 2K of the
high-resolution multi-taper spe trum [Thomson, 1982℄.
The purpose of harmoni analysis is to determine the line omponents in the spe trum
that orrespond to a purely periodi or multiply periodi signal in terms of their frequen y,
amplitude, and phase. The Fourier transform of a lean periodi signal in ontinuous time
and of in nite length yields a Dira fun tion at the frequen y of the signal, viz., a line (or
peak of zero width) with in nite magnitude. As des ribed in Se . 3.1, it is the jump in the
umulative power at that frequen y that is proportional to the periodi signal's amplitude
squared.
A spe tral estimate based on the methods dis ussed so far gives indire t information
on su h a signal's amplitude at all frequen ies. For a periodi signal sampled at dis rete
times over a nite time interval, the area under the peak entered at its true frequen y is
proportional to the signal's amplitude squared, while the peak's width is, roughly speaking,
inversely proportional to the length N of the time series. The area under the peak is nearly
onstant, sin e the peak's height is also proportional to N .
Harmoni analysis attempts to determine dire tly the ( nite) amplitude of a (pure) line in
the spe trum of a time series of nite length. We explain next how this is done within MTM.
Ma Donald [1989℄ des ribes pure-line estimation using the maximum-likelihood approa h
for single-window periodogram estimators [S huster, 1898; Whittle, 1952℄. Foias et al. [1988℄
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proved rigorous mathemati al results on maximum-likelihood estimation of sinusoids in noise
of arbitrary olor. The drawba k of these single-window results is that they work well only
when the S/N ratio is fairly high. Thus, SSA pre ltering, whi h enhan es the S/N ratio,
may help \ lassi al" pure-line estimation, as suggested by the results presented in Se s. 3.2
and 3.3 for standard peak dete tion. The MTM approa h des ribed below, on the other
hand, an also as ertain the presen e of pure sinusoids in a fairly high-noise ba kground.
Assume the time series X (t) is the sum of a sinusoid of frequen y f0 and amplitude B ,
plus a \noise" (t) whi h is the sum of other sinusoids and white noise. One an then write
X (t) = Be2if0 t +  (t):

(3.12)

If fwk (t) : k = 0; : : : ; K 1g are the rst K eigentapers and Uk (f ) is the DFT of wk , a
least-squares t in the frequen y domain yields an estimate B^ of the amplitude B :
K
X

Uk? (0) Yk (f0 )

B^ (f0 ) = k=1K

X
k=1

jUk (0)j2

;

(3.13)

where the asterisk denotes omplex onjugation.
A statisti al on den e interval for B^ an be given by a Fisher-Snede or test or F -test
[Kendall and Stuart, 1979℄. This test is roughly based on the ratio of the varian e aptured
by the ltered portion of the time series X (t), using K eigentapers, to the residual varian e.
By expanding the varian e of the model one nds that it is the sum of two terms,
 = jB^ (f0 )j2

K
X
k=1
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jUk (0)j2

(3.14)

and

=

K
X
k=1

jYk (f0 ) B^ (f0 )Uk (0)j2;

(3.15)

that are respe tively the \explained" and \unexplained" ontributions to the varian e.
The random variable F (f ) of the unknown frequen y f is de ned by
F (f ) = (K

1)  :

(3.16)

If the time series X (t) were a pure white-noise realization, F would obey a Fisher-Snede or
law with 2 and 2K 2 degrees of freedom. One an interpret its numeri al value for given
data by assuming that B = 0 | i.e., that X (t) is white | and trying to reje t the whitenoise null hypothesis. In pra ti e, the spe trum need only be \lo ally white" in the sense
that the K eigenspe tra whi h des ribe the lo al hara teristi s of the spe trum should be
distributed as they would be for white noise [Thomson, 1982℄.
This harmoni -analysis appli ation of MTM is able to dete t low-amplitude harmoni
os illations in a relatively short time series with a high degree of statisti al signi an e or to
reje t a large amplitude if it failed the F -test, be ause the F -value F (f ) does not depend |
to rst order | on the magnitude of B^ (f ). This feature is an important advantage of MTM
over the lassi al methods of Se . 3.2, in whi h the error bars s ale with the amplitude of a
peak (e.g., Jenkins and Watts [1968℄).
The key assumption in this harmoni -analysis appproa h, however, is that the time series
is produ ed by a pro ess that onsists of a nite superposition of separate, purely periodi ,
xed-amplitude omponents and white or, at least, lo ally white noise. If not, a ontinuous
spe trum | in the ase of a olored noise or a haoti system | will be broken down into
spurious lines with arbitrary frequen ies and possibly high F -values. In essen e, the above
pro edure assumes that the \signal" is represented by lines in the spe trum orresponding
to phase- oherent harmoni os illations, while the \noise" is represented by the ontinuous
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omponent of the spe trum.
In geophysi al appli ations, signals are most often asso iated with narrow-band variability
that is not stri tly harmoni , i.e., sinusoidal, nor even purely periodi . Truly harmoni
signals are, in fa t, rarely dete ted in limati and most other geophysi al time series [Ghil
and Childress, 1987; Park, 1992℄. This is often due to the fa t that the period, amplitude
and phase of a limit y le like that illustrated in Fig. 1 are typi ally ea h a fun tion of slowly
hanging parameters. Su h signals are well aptured by the SSA's pairs of eigenelements
(see Se . 2.2). To analyze the pre ise spe tral ontent of an SSA os illatory pair requires,
however, the appli ation of additional spe tral estimation tools (see Se s. 3.2 and 3.3).
The omplex nature of geophysi al signals and noise outlined in the pre eding paragraph
has motivated Mann and Lees [1996℄ to modify the onventional MTM approa h to line
estimation. Their algorithm ombines the harmoni -signal dete tion pro edure des ribed
above with a riterion for dete ting signi ant narrow-band, \quasi-os illatory" signals whi h
may exhibit phase and amplitude modulation as well as intermittently os illatory behavior.
It thus provides for the dete tion of both harmoni and narrow-band signals while making
use of a robust estimate of the ba kground noise.
Mann and Lees [1996℄ retain the pure-line test of the traditional MTM pro edure, as
given by Eqs. (3.13)|(3.16). All peaks, however, whether purely harmoni or narrow-band,
are tested for signi an e relative to the null hypothesis of a red-noise ba kground. The
spe tral density of this ba kground noise is assumed to be given by Eqs. (2.9){(2.11) and
the parameters S0 and r | the noise pro ess's varian e and the lag-one auto orrelation |
are estimated empiri ally from the data.
Dis rimination against a red-noise ba kground is parti ularly important in limate studies, where the system under investigation always ontains longer time s ales than those of
immediate interest. This leads to greater power at lower frequen ies and greater likelihood of
prominent peaks in the spe trum there, even in the absen e of any signals (e.g., Hasselmann
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[1976℄; Mit hell [1976℄). Thomson [1990a℄ and Thomson and Chave [1990℄ have developed
therefore quadrati -inverse spe trum estimates aimed more parti ularly at the shape and
properties of ontinuous spe tra and ross-spe tra.
Mann and Lees [1996℄ provide a robust estimate of the spe tral ba kground (2.9) by minimizing, as a fun tion of r, the mis t between an analyti al AR(1) red-noise spe trum and the
adaptively weighted multi-taper spe trum onvolved with a median smoother. The median
smoothing operation insures that the globally estimated noise ba kground is insensitive to
\outliers." These outliers may be due to peaks asso iated with signi ant signals or to spurious ones. The median smoother guards against in ated estimates of noise varian e and noise
auto orrelation; the latter arise in a onventional Box-Jenkins approa h due to the ontamination of noise parameters by ontributions from the signal, e.g., from a signi ant trend or
os illatory omponent of the series. A median smoothing width of f = min(fN =4; 2pfR) is
a good ompromise between des ribing the full variation of the ba kground spe trum over
the Nyquist interval, on the one hand, and insensitivity to narrow spe tral features, on the
other.
Signi an e levels for harmoni or narrow-band spe tral features relative to the estimated
noise ba kground an be determined from the appropriate quantiles of the hi-square distribution, by assuming that the spe trum is distributed with  = 2K degrees of freedom
[Mann and Lees, 1996℄. A reshaped spe trum is determined in whi h the ontributions from
harmoni signals are removed [Thomson, 1982℄, based on their passing a signi an e threshold for the F varian e-ratio test des ribed above. In this way, noise ba kground, harmoni ,
and narrow-band signals are isolated in two steps. The harmoni -peak dete tion pro edure
provides information as to whether the signals are best approximated as harmoni or narrowband, i.e., as phase- oherent sinusoidal os illations or as amplitude-and-phase{modulated,
and possibly intermittent, os illations. In either ase, they must be found to be signi ant
relative to a spe i ed noise hypothesis, su h as that of red noise (2.9) used above.
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To illustrate the revised MTM pro edure of Mann and Lees [1996℄, we apply the approa h
to the SOI series dis ussed earlier. Consistent with the SSA-MEM results of Se . 3.3 (see
Fig. 12 there), the MTM analysis in Fig. 14 re ognizes two highly signi ant interannual
peaks, one entered at f = 0:18 y le/year (roughly a 5.5-year period) and another entered
at f = 0:41 y le/year (roughly a 2.5-year period).
Figure 14: Adaptively weighted MTM spe trum of the SOI time series.
These two signals are signi ant well above the 99% level: for p = 2 and N = 690
monthly samples, there are about 7 statisti ally independent bandwidths in the spe tral
estimate within the subannual band (f < 0:5 y le/year); hen e not even one interannual or
lower-frequen y peak is expe ted to arise by pure han e at the 99% level. A low-frequen y
variation that annot be distinguished from a trend for the given data set is also isolated as
signi ant at the 99% level relative to the estimated red-noise ba kground.
We asso iate the two interannual peaks with the low-frequen y and quasi-biennial ENSO
signals, respe tively, although a slight dis repan y exists with respe t to the SSA-MEM
results in Fig. 12. The di eren e between the 2.5-year period here and the 2.4 years in
Fig. 12 is negligible. That between 5.5 years here and 4.8 years there is probably due to
the relative shortness of the re ord and the width of the peak, both here and in Fig. 12.
SSA-MEM emphasizes the middle of the peak, while MTM sele ts a harmoni feature that
might lie lose to one of the peak's sides.
It is interesting to note that the AR(1) model does not provide a good des ription of
the noise ba kground in a neighborhood of the spe trum surrounding f = 1:0 y le/year
(see also Fig. 7 and its dis ussion in Se . 2.3). This dis repan y ould be due, at least in
part, to the prior removal of the seasonal y le (see also Thomson [1995℄ and Se . 2.3 here).
Away from f = 1:0 y le/year, the robustly estimated red-noise spe trum provides a good
visual t to the data set's spe tral ba kground. Mann and Lees's [1996℄ noise-ba kground
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estimation pro edure thus appears to be fairly insensitive to the anomalous behavior of the
spe trum near the annual y le.
Higher-frequen y peaks between f = 0:3 y le/month and f = 0:5 y le/month (periods of 2{3 months) may be asso iated with intraseasonal os illations in the tropi al atmosphere but raise some on erns through their large number and relatively poor mat h
with results obtained using other atmospheri data sets. The estimate of the noise ba kground in this intraseasonal band is probably lowered unduly by the attempt to t a single red-noise spe trum to both this band and the interannual one. Gilman et al. [1963℄
already had re ognized that multiple de orrelation time s ales may hara terize ertain atmospheri and limate phenomena. Thus one might be better o in a ase like this, when
applying MTM, to use a more omplex null hypothesis for signi an e testing. Su h a hypothesis of a fairly general olored-noise ba kground is available in the SSA-MTM Toolkit
(http://www.atmos.u la.edu/t d/ssa), where it is des ribed as \lo ally white." This omposite noise model, however, has less of a physi al justi ation than the straightforward red
noise of Eqs. (2.9){(2.12) and raises questions of parsimony in estimating its parameters.
To better understand the distin tion between the inferen es from the onventional MTM
pro edure of Thomson [1982℄ and the revised pro edure of Mann and Lees [1996℄ we ompare
the results of the two in Fig. 15. The F -test riterion for harmoni signals in Fig. 15a yields
7 peaks at the 99% on den e level, and 27 peaks at the 95% on den e level. Many of these
peaks are asso iated with very weak power in the spe trum. Note that the harmoni -peak
test has the higher Rayleigh frequen y resolution fR , and not the broader bandwidth pfR
of the adaptive multi-taper spe tral estimate (3.11). In a series of N = 690 data points, we
would expe t about 7 and 35 peaks at the 99% and 95% on den e levels respe tively from
han e alone. This does not di er signi antly from the F -test results for the time series in
Fig. 2. The harmoni -analysis approa h alone does, therefore, not distinguish any signi ant
features from random noise in our SOI data.
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Figure 15: Comparison between MTM spe tra.
The results of this approa h are nonetheless useful in the reshaping pro edure used by
Mann and Lees [1996℄. Figure 15b also shows the reshaped (solid) and adaptively weighted
(dashed) multi-taper spe trum along with the signi an e levels relative to the robustly
estimated red-noise ba kground. The dashed peaks satisfy the harmoni dete tion test at
the 90% level and are also signi ant relative to red noise at the same level. There are 8 su h
peaks, in luding both a lower-frequen y and a quasi-biennial ENSO peak. The inferen e in
this ase is that the two distin t ENSO-band signals are both signi ant well above the 99%
level against red noise; furthermore, ea h of these two narrow-band signals is likely to ontain
a harmoni , phase- oherent os illation with a 90% level of on den e. If a 99% threshold
were required in the F -test for the reshaping pro edure, neither of these two peaks would
pass the harmoni test. Nonetheless, they are still highly signi ant narrow-band features
of the spe trum. The true ENSO signal is almost ertainly asso iated with amplitude and
phase modulation over time (see Jiang et al. [1995a℄ and Fig. 6 here) and these features are
not appropriately modeled in the harmoni -signal test alone.
3.4.2 Signal re onstru tion

On e signi ant peaks have been isolated in the spe trum, relative to the spe i ed null
hypothesis, the asso iated signals an be re onstru ted in the time domain using the information from the multi-taper de omposition. These re onstru tions of os illatory signals are
analogous to the SSA re onstru ted omponents (RCs) des ribed in Se . 2.2, ex ept that
information from a frequen y-domain de omposition, rather than a lag-domain de omposition, is used to re onstru t the partial signal of interest. As in the lag-domain ase of SSA,
the re onstru tion be omes more deli ate near the endpoints of the time interval over whi h
the data are provided.
The re onstru ted signal that orresponds to a peak entered at frequen y f0 is written
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in ontinuous time as


X~ (t) = < A(t)e 2if0 t

(3.17)

or, for the dis rete-time ase at hand,

X~ (nt) = < An e 2if0 nt :

(3.18)

We determine the envelope fun tion A(t) from a time-domain inversion of the spe traldomain information ontained in the K omplex eigenspe tra [Park, 1992; Park and Maas h,
1993; Mann and Park, 1994, 1996b℄, while < is the real part of the Fourier term in urly
bra kets. The envelope A(t) has K omplex degrees of freedom, and allows for phase and
amplitude variations in the time re onstru tion of the signal entered at frequen y f0 . It
thus represents a onsiderable re nement of the lassi al, single-taper omplex demodulation
method [Bloom eld, 1976; Hasan, 1983℄.
The dis rete-time sequen e des ribing the omplex envelope An is determined from a
dis rete inverse problem that uses the omplex amplitudes of ea h of the K eigenspe tra and
appropriate boundary onditions [Park, 1992; Park and Maas h, 1993℄. The three lowestorder boundary onstraints in this inversion involve minimizing the envelope An itself or its
slope near the endpoints, or maximizing its smoothness there. Supplementary information
regarding the signal (see the dis ussion in Park [1992℄) might favor any one of these three
hoi es that involve the sequen e An and its rst or se ond (divided) di eren es. The amplitude of the seasonal y le in surfa e temperature, for example, is nearly onstant in time,
and a minimum-slope onstraint is thus most appropriate (see Mann and Park [1996b℄). In
the absen e of su h a priori information, one an obtain a nearly optimal re onstru tion
through seeking the weighted linear ombination of these three onstraints that minimizes
the mean-square di eren e between the re onstru ted signal and the raw data series [Mann
and Park, 1996b℄.
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In Fig. 16 we show the re onstru tion, based on the latter re ipe, of the SOI that orresponds to the three interannual signals that are signi ant at the 99% level in Figure 14
| the trend, low-frequen y, and quasi-biennial omponents. The two os illatory signals
ea h exhibit roughly one (nondimensional, normalized) unit of peak-to-peak variation. The
amplitude modulations of both os illatory omponents, low-frequen y (Fig. 16b) and quasibiennial (Fig. 16 ), are similar, with minimal amplitude in the early 1960s ( ompare Fig. 8
and its dis ussion in Se . 2.4).
Figure 16: Multi-taper re onstru tion of the signi

ant interannual omponents in SOI.

The long-term trend in the SOI (Fig. 16a), while weak, still exhibits a peak-to-peak
variation of about 0.5 units or one half of the amplitude of the two os illatory signals. The
os illatory omponents of SOI are well-known to be anti orrelated with sea-surfa e temperatures in the eastern Tropi al Pa i . The trend in Fig. 16a also seems to be anti orrelated
with the temperature trend for the Equatorial Pa i shown in Fig. 4b of Moron et al. [1998℄,
although the number of degrees of freedom in these two trends does not allow us to establish the statisti al signi an e of this anti orrelation. The ltered RC-5 in Fig. 6b shares
the overall features of the re onstru ted trend in Fig. 16a, although it also displays some
interde adal variability not present in the latter.
In Fig. 17 we plot the partial re onstru tion of SOI (heavy solid) obtained by summing
the trend and two os illatory omponents shown separately in Fig. 16. This re onstru tion
aptures 28% of the total varian e in the raw monthly data (light solid) vs. the 43% aptured
by RCs 1{4 in Fig. 6a. The overall mat h with strong and moderate El Ni~nos and La Ni~nas
is also fairly good, although somewhat less ompelling than in Se . 2.2. The MTM trend in
Fig 16a, on the other hand, seems to provide a leaner pi ture of the SOI's nonos illatory
evolution over the latter half of the 20th entury than the SSA trend in Fig. 6b. Both
SSA and MTM re onstru tions have mu h, therefore, to ontribute to our des ription and
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understanding of limate variability.
Figure 17: Partial MTM re onstru tion of SOI.
4 Multivariate Methods
So far, we have dis ussed the spe tral analysis of a single, s alar time series. In many
geophysi al appli ations | and to a lesser extent in astrophysi s and spa e physi s | one is
presented with a sequen e of maps or other time-dis rete sample of a ve tor-valued pro ess.
The L omponents at ea h time may be values of a eld at dis rete grid points | in one, two
or three spa e dimensions | or values of the eld's proje tions onto ertain (spatial) basis
fun tions imposed by the geometry of the domain. It is useful to think of the values of su h
a omponent at su essive times as a (s alar) time series and it is ommon to refer to ea h
of these time series as a hannel. The methods dis ussed in this se tion are thus referred
to sometimes as multi- hannel. It is also ommon in the statisti al literature to refer to a
s alar time series as univariate and to a ve tor time series as multivariate.
Most of the univariate methods of Se s. 2 and 3 | SSA, wavelets, MEM and MTM
| have been extended to multivariate time series. The omputation of ross- orrelations
and ross-spe tra by lassi al methods is presented by Hannan [1970℄ and Priestley [1981b℄,
among others. Mann and Park [1999℄ provide an up-to-date review of multivariate MTM
methods and their appli ations. There exists an extensive literature on applying wavelets
to the evolution of turbulent ow elds [Farge, 1992℄ and related multivariate problems
[Torren e and Compo, 1998℄. For the sake of brevity, we shall restri t ourselves therefore to
a su int presentation of multivariate MEM and SSA.
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4.1 Prin ipal os illation patterns (POPs)

In prin iple, one an extend MEM to multivariate time series via the inverse modeling of
ve tor-valued AR pro esses [Ooms, 1988℄. In pra ti e, if both the number L of hannels and
the order M of the AR model are high, the issues of omputational and statisti al stability
of the LM oeÆ ients involved be ome rapidly prohibitive. Thus, it is only ve tor-valued
AR(1) pro esses that have been widely applied to geophysi al problems under the name
of Prin ipal Os illation Patterns (POPs) [Hasselmann, 1988; Von Stor h et al., 1988℄ or
Empiri al Normal Modes (ENMs) [Penland, 1989; Penland and Ghil, 1993℄.
Penland [1996℄ provides an ex ellent review of ve tor-valued sto hasti pro esses X(t) in
ontinuous time and of their onne tion to dis rete-time AR pro esses. Her review is well
illustrated by the appli ation of the basi on epts to the spe tral analysis and AR predi tion
of sea-surfa e temperatures in the tropi al Pa i . The details of the methodology are well
beyond the s ope of this brief review, but the basi idea is to use the data in order to estimate
two matri es, B and Q, in the model
dX = BXdt + d (t):

(4.1)

Here B is the ( onstant) dynami s matrix and Q the lag-zero ovarian e of the ve tor
white-noise pro ess d (t), onsidered here in ontinuous time. For the subtleties of timeontinuous sto hasti pro esses we refer to Penland [1996℄, and further referen es there;  (t)
is a ontinuous, nowhere di erentiable Wiener pro ess. For the present purposes, it suÆ es
to re all that | by the wide-sense stationarity assumption (see Appendix A) | B has to
be stable, i.e., its eigenmodes have to de ay in time. The latter property is the ounterpart,
in the present ve tor-matrix ontext, of the requirement that a1 < 0 for the s alar AR(1)
pro ess of Eqs. (1.1) and (2.12).
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The two matri es B and Q are related by a u tuation-dissipation relation [Leith, 1975℄:
BC(0) + C(0)Bt + Q = 0;

(4.2)

where C( ) = EfX(t +  )Xt(t)g is the lag- ovarian e matrix of the pro ess X(t) being
modeled and (:)t is the transpose of a ve tor or matrix. One pro eeds to estimate the
Green's fun tion G( ) = exp(B ) at a given lag 0 from the sample of C( ) by
G(0 ) = C(0)C 1 (0):

(4.3)

Diagonalizing G(0 ) allows one to obtain B = B , via its eigenvalues and (left and right)
eigenve tors. If Eq. (4.1) is the orre t model for the pro ess X(t), then the matrix B
obtained for a ertain  = 0 should be, in fa t, independent of  [Penland and Ghil, 1993℄.
The ENM approa h [Penland, 1989℄ di ers from the original POP approa h [Hasselmann,
1988℄ by: i) building on the theory of ontinuous-time sto hasti pro esses; and ii) onsidering
the whole spe trum of B, rather than pre-sele ted (pairs of) eigenvalues only.
There are various reasons for whi h G( ), and hen e B , might be substantially di erent
from one value of  to another. These in lude problems and trade-o s in the hoi e of  , as
well as nonlinearity, instability or nonstationarity of the true pro ess being sampled. The
ve tor AR(1) method, whether in its POP or ENM form, works best when the spe trum
is dominated by a single peak (see Von Stor h et al. [1988℄, Penland [1996℄, and further
referen es there), whi h results in a well-separated pair of POPs or ENMs. The \tau-test"
of re omputing the eigende omposition of G( ) and, therewith, of B for various  values is
parti ularly useful in determining the stability of the results, sin e error bars are | like for
single- hannel MEM and even more so | fairly diÆ ult to ome by.
Re ently, Egger [1999℄ has extended the POP approa h to higher-order ve tor AR proesses. He alls su h a ve tor AR(M ) pro ess a MOP-model. MOPs an apture, in prin iple,
0
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a multipli ity of os illating patterns that elude POPs. Still, they en ounter diÆ ulties when
the underlying system that produ es the signal is nonlinear, as is the ase with POPs.
4.2 Multi- hannel SSA

Multi- hannel SSA (or M-SSA) is a natural extension of SSA to a time series of ve tors or
maps, su h as time-varying temperature or pressure distributions over the globe. The use
of (M-)SSA for su h multivariate time series was proposed theoreti ally, in the ontext of
nonlinear dynami s, by Broomhead and King [1986b℄. SSA an be applied | as explained
in Se s. 1.2 and 2.1 | in the ontext of systems of ordinary di erential equations and the
re onstru tion of (the skeleton of) their attra tor.
M-SSA is a generalization of this approa h to systems of partial di erential equations and
the study of the spatio-temporal stru tures that hara terize the behavior of solutions on
their attra tor [Temam, 1997℄. It has been applied to intraseasonal variability of large-s ale
atmospheri elds by Kimoto et al. [1991℄, Keppenne and Ghil [1993℄, and Plaut and Vautard
[1994℄, as well as to ENSO; for the latter, both observed data [Jiang et al., 1995a; Unal and
Ghil, 1995℄ and oupled GCM model simulations [Robertson et al., 1995a, b℄ were used.
In the meteorologi al literature, extended EOF (EEOF) analysis is often assumed to
be synonymous with M-SSA [Von Stor h and Zwiers, 1999℄. The two methods are both
extensions of lassi al prin ipal omponent analysis (PCA) [Preisendorfer, 1988℄ but they
di er in emphasis: EEOF analysis [Barnett and Hasselmann, 1979; Weare and Nasstrom,
1982; Lau and Chan, 1985℄ typi ally utilizes a number L of spatial hannels mu h greater
than the number M of temporal lags, thus limiting the temporal and spe tral information.
In M-SSA, on the other hand, based on the single- hannel experien e reviewed in Se s. 2
and 3.3, one usually hooses L  M (see also Appendix A). Often M-SSA is applied to a
few leading PCA omponents of the spatial data, with M hosen large enough to extra t
detailed temporal and spe tral information from the multivariate time series.
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Let fXl(t) : l = 1; : : : ; L; t = 1; : : : ; N g be an L- hannel time series with N data points
given at equally spa ed intervals nt. We assume that ea h hannel l of the ve tor X(nt)
is entered and stationary in the weak sense.
The generalization of SSA to a multivariate time series requires the onstru tion of a
\grand" blo k-matrix T~ X for the ovarian es that has the form
0

T~ X =

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B


T1;1 T1;2
T2;1 T2;2

: :

:

: :

:

:

: :

:

:

: :

:

TL;1

:

T1;L

:

C
C
: C
C
C
C
: C
C
C
: C
C:
C
C
: C
C
C
C
L 1;L C
A

:

:

Tl;l

:

:

: :

TL;L

1

0

(4.4)

T
TL;L

1

Ea h blo k Tl;l is a matrix that ontains estimates of the lag ovarian e between hannels
l and l0 . Extending the approa h of Vautard and Ghil [1989℄ (see Se . 2.2), Plaut and
Vautard [1994℄ proposed to obtain a \least-biased" estimator by using, for ea h lag m (m =
0; : : : ; M 1), the longest-possible segment of ea h hannel. Thus, the entries (j; j 0) of ea h
blo k Tl;l an be written as
0

0

min(N;N
X+j j )
1
Xl (t)Xl (t + j
(Tl;l )j;j = N~
n=max(1;1+j j )
0

0

0

0

j 0 );

(4.5)

0

where N~ is a fa tor that depends on the range of summation, to wit,
N~

= min(N; N + j

j 0)

[ ompare Eq. (2.2)℄.
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max(1; 1 + j

j0) + 1

(4.6)

Note that, unlike in the single- hannel ase, here Tl;l is Toeplitz but not symmetri . Its
main diagonal ontains the Vautard and Ghil [1989℄ estimate of the lag-zero ovarian e of
hannels l and l0 . The diagonals in the lower-left triangle of Tl;l ontain the lag-m ovarian e
of hannels l and l0 , with l0 leading l, while the diagonals in the upper-right triangle ontain
the ovarian es with l leading l0 . Equation (4.5) ensures that Tl ;l = (Tl;l )t so that T~ X
is symmetri , but it is not Toeplitz. Note that the original formula in Plaut and Vautard
[1994℄|their Eq. (2.5)|does not, in fa t, yield a symmetri matrix. More generally, we only
expe t to obtain a grand matrix T~ X that is both symmetri and of Toeplitz form provided
the spatial eld being analyzed is statisti ally homogeneous, i.e., its statisti s are invariant
with respe t to arbitrary translations and rotations.
An alternative approa h [Broomhead and King, 1986a, b; Allen and Robertson, 1996℄ to
omputing the lagged ross- ovarian es is to form the multi- hannel traje tory matrix X~ by
rst augmenting ea h hannel fXl (t) : t = 1; : : : ; N g; 1  l  L, of X with M lagged opies
of itself,
0
1
Xl (1)
Xl (2)
: : Xl (M ) C
B
B
C
B
Xl (2)
Xl (3)
: : Xl (M + 1) C
B
C
B
C
C
(4.7)
X~ l = B
B
C ; 1  l  L;
:
:
: :
:
B
C
B
C
B X (N 0 1)
C
:
:
:
X
(
N
1)
l
l
B
C

A
0
0
Xl (N ) Xl (N + 1) : : Xl (N )
and then forming the full augmented traje tory matrix:
0

0

0



D~ = X~ 1; X~ 2; : : : ; X~ L



:

0

(4.8)

These two steps generalize Eqs. (2.1) and (2.5). The grand lag- ovarian e matrix C~ X
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that is analogous to CX in Eq. (2.5) is given by
0

C~ X = N1 0 X~ tX~ =

The blo ks of C~ X are given by

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B


C1;1 C1;2
: C2;2
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:
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:
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:

:

:

: :
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:
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:

: :

:
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CL;1 CL;2

Cl;l = N1 0 X~ tl X~ l
0

with entries

0

:

1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C:
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

(4.10)

0

N
X
1
~
(Cl;l )j;j = CIJ = N 0 Xl (t + j 1)Xl (t + j 0 1);
0

0

0

(4.9)

0

t=1

(4.11)

where I = j + M (l 1) and J = j 0 + M (l0 1) [Allen and Robertson, 1996℄. Here Cl;l is
neither Toeplitz nor symmetri , but again Cl ;l = (Cl;l )t and hen e C~ X is symmetri .
Ea h blo k Cl ;l ontains, like Tl;l in Eq. (4.4), an estimate of the lag ovarian es of
the two hannels l and l0 . The di eren e between the Toeplitz method of Vautard and Ghil
[1989℄ and the traje tory-matrix method of Broomhead and King [1986a, b℄ in estimating the
lag- ovarian e matrix, when applied to M-SSA, onsists in al ulating Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5)
vs. Eqs. (4.9){(4.11). The Toeplitz method extra ts, a ording to the xed lag m that is
being onsidered at the moment, the two longest mat hing segments from the two hannels l
and l0; the mat hing is determined by the requirement that, for ea h entry in the designated
trailing hannel, there exist an entry in the designated leading hannel that is m time steps
\ahead." It then uses the same estimated lag ovarian e for all entries along the appropriate
diagnoal in the blo k and thus yields a Toeplitz-form submatrix.
The traje tory-matrix method gradually slides, regardless of m, the same N 0 long win0

0

0

0
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0

dows over the two hannels. To ompute the rst entry in the diagonal that ontains the
lag-m ovarian es, the two mat hing windows are situated so that one starts at the rst
time point of the trailing hannel and at the (m + 1)st point of the leading hannel. Both
windows are then slid forward by one point in time to produ e the se ond entry. This results
in slightly di erent values, from entry to entry, until the last point of the leading hannel
is overed and the (M m)th entry of the diagonal, whi h is the last one, is al ulated.
This latter method thus retains detailed information on the variation of the lag- ovarian e
estimates from one pair of segments of the hannels l and l0 to another, while the Toeplitz
method produ es a single, and smoother, global estimate for ea h lag m.
Diagonalizing the LM  LM matrix C~ X or T~ X yields LM eigenve tors fEk : 1 < k 

LM g that are not ne essarily distin t. The extent to whi h the eigenpairs k ; Ek obtained
by diagonalizing C~ X equal those obtained from T~ X is a good indi ation of the robustness
of the M-SSA results. Ea h eigenve tor Ek is omposed of L onse utive M -long segments,
with its elements denoted by Elk (j ). The asso iated spa e-time PCs Ak are single- hannel
time series that are omputed by proje ting X~ onto the EOFs:
Ak

(t) =

M X
L
X
j =1 l=1

Xl (t + j

1)Elk (j );

(4.12)

where t varies from 1 to N 0. This is the multi- hannel ounterpart of Eq. (2.6).
For a given set of indi es K, RCs are obtained by onvolving the orresponding PCs with
the EOFs. Thus, the kth RC at time t for hannel l is given by:
Rlk

(t) = M1

Ut
X
t j =Lt

Ak (t j + 1)Elk (j ):

(4.13)

As in Eq. (2.7), the normalization fa tor Mt equals M , ex ept near the ends of the time
series, and the sum of all the RCs re overs the original time series [Plaut and Vautard, 1994℄,
as it does in the single- hannel ase. The fa tor Mt , as well as the lower and upper bounds
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of summation, Lt and Ut , are given by the same Eq. (2.8) as in the single- hannel ase.
As an example, we apply M-SSA to the near-global data set of monthly sea-surfa e temperatures from the Global Sea-I e and Sea-Surfa e Temperature (GISST) data set [Rayner
et al., 1995℄ for 1950{94, from 30Æ S to 60Æ N, on a 4Æ -latitude by 5Æ -longitude grid. The
mean seasonal y le was subtra ted at the outset, and the data pre ltered with standard
PCA [Preisendorfer, 1988℄ to retain the 10 leading spatial PCs that des ribe 55.2% of the
varian e. This favors the asso iation of larger de orrelation times with larger spatial s ales,
as expe ted for limati [Fraedri h and Boettger, 1978℄ and other geophysi al elds, and the
hannels are un orrelated at zero lag. We use therewith L = 10 hannels and N = 540
months; no other ltering or detrending was applied. The SST anomalies of this data set
were averaged over the Ni~no-3 area in the eastern Tropi al Pa i (5ÆS{5ÆN, 90Æ{150ÆW),
and the evolution of these averaged anomalies is shown in Fig. 18 (light solid line).
Figure 18: SST anomalies averaged over the Ni~no-3 region.
For omparison with previous ENSO studies we hoose M = 60 months, i.e., a ve-year
M -window. To demonstrate the usage of N 0 -windows vs. M -windows [see Appendix A,
espe ially Eq. (A.1) and Fig. 21, for the de nition of \ omplementary windows"℄, we also
set M = 480, whi h yields an N 0-window of 5 years, and M = 270, whi h yields the M - and
the N 0 -windows equal both to N=2.
We use here the lag- ovarian e matri es C~ X that are based on the traje tory-matrix
approa h of Broomhead and King [1986a, b℄ for ease of omparison. In all three ases
ML > N 0 so that it is more eÆ ient to diagonalize the redu ed (N 0  N 0 ) ovarian e matrix
with elements given by Eq. (A.1), rather than the (ML  ML) matrix whose elements are
given by Eq. (4.9).
The leading os illatory pair over the entire domain has a quasi-quadrennial period for
all three values of M , as illustrated by the spatial average of the respe tive RCs over the
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Ni~no-3 region (Fig. 18). The two re onstru tions for M = 60 (heavy solid) and N 0 = 60
(dotted) isolate a very similar frequen y-modulated mode, with a slightly longer period
before 1965 (see Fig. 8 and dis ussion there). The quasi-quadrennial pair (modes 2 and 3
in these two ases), however, only a ounts for 20.0% varian e with M = 60 against 30.8%
for N 0 = 60. This di eren e arises be ause the redu ed ovarian e matrix has rank 60 in
the latter ase | whi h maximizes data ompression | ompared with rank ML = 480 for
M = 60. The smaller one of M and N 0 determines the approximate spe tral resolution 1=N 0
or 1=M . Choosing M = N 0 = 270 yields the maximum spe tral resolution but aptures less
varian e for the os illatory pair of interest: only 12.1% varian e for the quasi-quadriennial
pair, formed in this ase by modes 3 and 4.
Figure 19 shows the spatio-temporal evolution of the quasi-quadrennial mode (RCs 2{3)
for N 0 = 60, using the phase- ompositing pro edure of Plaut and Vautard [1994℄. The maps
(not shown) are almost indistinguishable for M = 60 (same pair) and M = N 0 = 270 (RCs
3{4). The su ession of panels in Fig. 19 illustrates the progression of the os illation, keyed
to the phase index onstru ted by using the leading spatial PC of RCs 2{3 [Moron et al.,
1998℄.
Figure 19: Phase- omposites for RCs 2-3 with N 0 = 60.
The maps are dominated by the lassi El Ni~no signature over the tropi al Pa i , together with the well-known \horse-shoe" pattern over the extratropi al Pa i (see Chao et
al. [2000℄ and referen es there). Amplitudes elsewhere are weak: In the northwestern Indian
O ean, though, there is some suggestion of a warming during El Ni~no and ooling during
La Ni~na events that lags the eastern equatorial Pa i by 1/8 y le ( 6 months). Over the
tropi al Atlanti , there is also a small warming on urrent with the peak phase of El Ni~no
and ooling simultaneously with La Ni~na.
As in the single- hannel ase, a test of statisti al signi an e is needed to avoid spatially
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smooth-looking but spurious os illations that might arise from M-SSA of nitely sampled
noise pro esses. The omplementary N 0-window approa h of Eq. (A.1) (see Appendix A)
allows the univariate SSA Monte Carlo test of Allen [1992℄ (see also Allen and Smith [1996℄) to
be extended to M-SSA in a straightforward manner, provided ML > N 0 , so that the redu ed
ovarian e matrix is ompletely determined and has full rank. As shown in our example
above, N 0 an always be hosen suÆ iently small, so that the omplementary window N 0
used in Eq. (A.1) determines the spe tral resolution.
Details of this essentially univariate test are given in Allen and Robertson [1996℄. The
usefulness of the test depends in an essential way on the hannels being un orrelated at zero
lag or very nearly so. In the example at hand, the de orrelation ondition holds exa tly,
sin e we use the PCs of spatial EOF analysis. When using time series from grid points that
are suÆ iently far from ea h other for de orrelation to be near-perfe t, the test an still be
useful.
In this test, the data series together with a large ensemble of red-noise surrogates are
proje ted onto the eigenmodes of the redu ed ovarian e matrix of either the data or the
noise. The statisti al signi an e of the proje tions is estimated as in the single- hannel
test des ribed in Se . 2.3. The noise surrogates are onstru ted to onsist of univariate
AR(1) segments, one per hannel, that mat h the data in auto ovarian e at lag 0 and lag
1, hannel-by- hannel. The reason an essentially univariate test an be applied is be ause
the eigenmodes do not depend on ross- hannel lag- ovarian e, provided N 0 is interpreted
as the spe tral window used in Eq. (A.1). Sin e the test is biased if we proje t onto the
data eigenmodes, we proje t onto the eigenmodes provided by the ovarian e matrix of the
AR(1) noise.
Figure 20: Signi

an e test for the GISST data.

Figure 20 shows the result of the test applied for M = N 0 = 270, the maximum ef67

fe tive resolution. In Fig. 20, the proje tions are plotted against the dominant frequen ies
asso iated with ea h noise eigenve tor. Sin e the latter are near-sinusoidal in this ase,
the resulting spe trum is losely related to a traditional Fourier power spe trum. Both the
quasi-quadrennial and the quasi-biennial modes pass the test at the 95% level. They are well
separated in frequen y by about 1/(20 months), whi h far ex eeds the spe tral resolution
of 1=M = 1=N 0 = 1=(270 months)  1=(22 years). The two modes are thus signi antly
distin t from ea h other spe trally, in agreement with the univariate SOI results of Figs. 12
and 14, using MEM and MTM, respe tively.
5 Summary and Perspe tives
5.1 Summary

We have reviewed a number of re ent developments in the spe tral analysis of limati and
other geophysi al time series. Basi ideas and their onne tions to dynami al systems theory
were emphasized. The methods arising from these ideas and their numeri al implementation
were outlined and illustrated.
The key features of the methods dis ussed in this review are summarized in Table 3 (see
also Table I in Ghil and Tari o [1997℄). We have tried to provide up-to-date information on
the most re ned and robust statisti al signi an e tests available for ea h one of the three
methods that were dis ussed in depth: SSA, MEM and MTM. Still, this group of authors
feels that none of these methods by itself an provide entirely reliable results, sin e every
statisti al test is based on ertain probabilisti assumptions about the nature of the physi al
pro ess that generates the time series of interest. Su h mathemati al assumptions are rarely,
if ever, met in pra ti e.
Table 3: Comparison table of spe tral methods.
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To establish higher and higher on den e in a spe tral result, su h as the existen e of an
os illatory mode, a number of steps an be taken. First, the mode's manifestation is veri ed
for a given data set by the best battery of tests available for a parti ular spe tral method.
Se ond, additional methods are brought to bear, along with their signi an e tests, on the
given time series. This pro ess was illustrated by the SOI time series in the present review.
Vautard et al. [1992℄ and Yiou et al. [1996℄ provided similar illustrations for a number of
syntheti time series, as well as for the IPCC time series of global surfa e-air temperatures
[IPCC, 1990℄ and for the deuterium isotopi ratio [Jouzel et al., 1993℄ that re e ts lo al air
temperatures at Vostok station in the Antar ti a.
The appli ation of the di erent univariate methods des ribed here and of their respe tive
batteries of signi an e tests to a given time series is fa ilitated by the SSA-MTM Toolkit,
whi h was originally developed by Dettinger et al. [1995a℄. The Toolkit has evolved as
freeware over the last six years to be ome more e e tive, reliable, and versatile. Its latest
version is available at http://www.atmos.u la.edu/t d/ssa.
The third step on the road to genuine on den e in a given os illatory mode is to obtain
additional time series that might exhibit the mode of interest, if indeed it is present. For
ENSO, this in ludes, besides SOI, the Ni~no-3 sea-surfa e temperatures shown in Fig. 18, as
well as the additional data sets dis ussed in onne tion with Fig. 6 in Se . 2.2 here (see also
Rasmusson et al. [1990℄, Keppenne and Ghil [1992℄, Jiang et al. [1995a℄ and Unal and Ghil
[1995℄ for instrumental data and Mann and Park [1999℄ and further referen es there for proxy
re ords). The existen e of two os illatory limate modes with interannual periodi ities |
one quasi-biennial, the other with a period of 4{6 years | while not present in every re ord
and for every method, has been established with great on den e. These two modes are
thus de nitely part of the skeleton of the attra tor for limate dynami s on interannual time
s ales.
The fourth and most diÆ ult step on the road of on den e building is that of providing
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a onvin ing physi al explanation of an os illation, on e we have full statisti al on rmation
for its existen e. This step onsists in building and validating a hierar hy of models for the
os illation of interest (see Ghil [1994℄ and Ghil and Robertson [2000℄). The modeling step
is distin t from and thus fairly independent of the statisti al-analysis steps dis ussed up to
this point. It an be arried out before, after or in parallel with the other three steps.
Model validation requires spe i ally the theoreti al predi tion of an os illatory feature
not yet obtained by time-series analysis. The predi tion might involve a spatial feature not
yet diagnosed from existing observations or as-yet-unobserved spe tral features: harmoni s,
subharmoni s or ombination tones. The subsequent dete tion in new data sets of su h a
theoreti ally predi ted spatial or spe tral feature, while never de nitive, tends to greatly
bolster the ase for the proposed model. It thus reinfor es more than anything else the
on den e in the existen e and importan e of the mode under dis ussion.
We turn therewith to the impli ations that the dis overy by spe tral methods of os illatory behavior an have for the deeper understanding of limati variability and for its
real-time predi tion.
5.2 Impli ations for understanding

We have introdu ed in Se . 1 the on ept of a ghost limit y le (Fig. 1) as the underpinning
for the dynami usefulness of a spe tral peak. In a number of instan es, from intraseasonal
os illations [Ghil et al., 1991℄ through paleo limati variability [Ghil, 1994℄, the robust identi ation of an os illatory mode in observations or proxy re ords has gone hand in hand with
the des ription of a Hopf bifur ation in a single model or a full hierar hy of models [Ghil
and Robertson, 2000℄. Su h a bifur ation gives rise | via an os illatory instability and its
nonlinear saturation | to a stable limit y le. This limit y le is destabilized in turn, as
the for ing on the system in reases or the onstraints on it (su h as vis ous or eddy dissipation) de rease; it thus be omes a \ghost limit y le." The pro ess of su essive bifur ations
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engenders additional ghost limit y les and thus leads to multiply periodi , and eventually
irregular, behavior [Gu kenheimer and Holmes, 1983; Ghil and Childress, 1987; S huster,
1988℄.
In the present paper, we used seasonal-to-interannual limate variability as the Ariadne's
thread to help guide the interested reader through the labyrinth of methodologi al exposition.
As mentioned in Se s. 2.2 and 4.2, the data-adaptive signal-to-noise (S/N) enhan ement
obtained by applying SSA to univariate and multivariate limati time series overing this
variability led to the robust identi ation of separate 4/1-, 4/2- and 4/3-year peaks. These
subharmoni s of the seasonal y le hara terize the Devil's stair ase me hanism of intera tion
between the El-Ni~no/Southern Os illation's (ENSO's) intrinsi , self-sustained os illation in
the oupled o ean-atmosphere system and the seasonal for ing. This me hanism involves
partial phase lo king between the two os illations and has been studied in detail in simple
and intermediate ENSO models [Chang et al., 1994; Jin et al., 1994; Tziperman et al.,
1994; Saunders and Ghil, 2001℄, in whi h the period of the intrinsi ENSO y le varies
between 2 and 3 years, depending on models and parameters.
The separation of two or three peaks (quasi-quadrennial, quasi-biennial and, sometimes
but not always, 16{17 months) and the spatio-temporal variability asso iated with them have
been as ertained in various data sets [Rasmusson et al., 1990; Jiang et al., 1995a℄, as well as
in oupled general ir ulation models [Robertson et al., 1995a, b; Ghil and Robertson, 2000℄.
The Devil's stair ase thus provides the most plausible explanation so far for the warm events
peaking typi ally in boreal winter, as well as for the irregularity of the El Ni~nos' spa ing from
one warm event to the next (see also dis ussion at the end of Se . 2.4 and further below).
A similar dialog between spe tral studies of (inter)de adal variability and dynami al
studies of os illatory model behavior is taking shape. Interde adal modes of variability at
10{11, 14{15 and 25{27 years were initially identi ed | by ombining the appli ation of
various spe tral methods des ribed in Se s. 2 and 3, to wit SSA, MEM, and MTM | in
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both global [Ghil and Vautard, 1991; Vautard et al., 1992℄ and regional [Plaut et al., 1995℄
time series. Allen and Smith [1994, 1996℄ and Mann and Lees [1996℄ examined further the
level of signi an e of those spe tral features against a red-noise ba kground. Allen and
Smith [1994℄ des ribed the spatial patterns asso iated with the variability at 10{11 and
25{27 years by using a method related to M-SSA.
The spe tral peak at 14{15 years was on rmed by SSA of oral-reef proxy re ords from
the tropi al South Pa i by Quinn et al. [1993℄. Mann and Park [1994℄ des ribed this mode's
spatial pattern on a global s ale by using MTM-related multi- hannel methods applied to
instrumental temperature data (see also Mann and Park [1999℄). Variability in the South
Atlanti basin with a near-periodi ity of 14{16 years has been des ribed by Venegas et al.
[1997℄ and Robertson and Me hoso [2000℄.
On the other hand, a plethora of os illatory me hanisms is emerging in two-dimensional
[Quon and Ghil, 1995℄, as well as in fully three-dimensional [Weaver et al., 1993; Chen and
Ghil, 1995; Rahmstorf, 1995℄ models of the o ean's thermohaline ir ulation (see summary
table, with further referen es, in Ghil [1994℄). Coupled o ean-atmosphere models are also
produ ing de adal and interde adal os illations that seem to resemble the purely o eani
ones [Delworth et al., 1993; Chen and Ghil, 1996℄ or di er from them in substantial ways
[Latif and Barnett, 1994; Robertson, 1996℄.
As in the ase of ENSO variability, a full hierar hy of models will probably be needed to
larify the onne tions between the (dimly) observed and the (imperfe tly) modeled os illations on the de adal and interde adal time s ales. A parti ularly interesting set of questions
deals with the 14{15-year os illation, its pattern and physi al auses. The details of its
spatio-temporal evolution in the North Atlanti have been des ribed by Moron et al. [1998℄
and their impli ations for predi tion have been outlined by Sutton and Allen [1997℄. These
details seem to point to the intrinsi variability of the North Atlanti 's wind-driven ir ulation as a likely sour e [Jiang et al., 1995 ; Spei h et al., 1995; Dijkstra and Molemaker,
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1999℄. Chao et al. [2000℄, on the other hand, have des ribed a 14{17-year os illation en ompassing the entire Pa i basin's sea-surfa e temperatures and roughly symmetri about the
Equator. Its subharmoni , with a period of 31{35 years, appears in oral re ords of both
Æ 18 O and Æ 13 C [Quinn et al., 1993; Boiseau et al., 1999℄, as well as in 2300 years of tree-ring
re ords from Tasmania [Cook et al., 1995℄.
Are the three os illations | in the North Atlanti , South Atlanti , and the Pa i |
phase-lo ked, as suggested by Mann and Park [1994℄? If so, do they have a ommon origin
that is purely o eani or is it due to oupled o ean-atmosphere pro esses? If not, what are
their separate origins?
An important aspe t of nonlinear os illations in a omplex system with multiple time
s ales, like the limate system, is their modulation in amplitude, phase and frequen y (see
Table 3). We showed that SSA an follow well, via re onstru ted omponents (RCs), variations in signal amplitude and phase that are asso iated with a fairly broad spe tral peak
[Ghil and Mo, 1991a; Plaut and Vautard, 1994; Dettinger and Ghil, 1998℄. MTM-based harmoni analysis an be adapted, by using a sliding window, to follow the slow shift in time
of a sharp line's frequen y [Yiou et al., 1991; Bir h eld and Ghil, 1993℄. Wavelet analysis
provides an even more natural way of following quasi-adiabati or gradual hanges in the
natural frequen y of a limati os illator [Meyers et al., 1993; Yiou et al., 1995℄. Suitable
signi an e riteria for wavelet analysis results [Flandrin, 1999℄ need to be adapted further
to the problems of following slow hanges in frequen y, as well as in amplitude and phase,
of limate os illations.
We showed that multi-s ale SSA | whi h an be viewed as a data-adaptive form of
wavelet analysis | is a novel and useful tool for the reliable identi ation of sharp, relatively sudden hanges in frequen y [Yiou et al., 2000℄. Its results, when applied to SOI,
support further the Devil's Stair ase theory of ENSO, by highlighting the sudden jump in
the low-frequen y os illation's periodi ity in the early 1960s (see also the dis ussion of se u73

lar warming in the Tropi al Pa i and its e e ts on the evolution of ENSO variability over
the 20th entury in Park and Mann [2000℄).
5.3 Impli ations for predi tion

In the previous subse tion, we have dis ussed the need for validating physi al models of a
spe trally dete ted os illatory mode by formulating and verifying theoreti al predi tions of
the os illation's features, spatial or temporal, that have not yet been observed. There is,
in limate dynami s and other geos ien es, another type of predi tion that an greatly help
in rease on den e in the des ription and explanation of the various time series generated
by a given pro ess, namely the fore asting of the pro ess's future evolution in time. In fa t,
this is also one of the main purposes of time series analysis [Wiener, 1949; Box and Jenkins,
1970; Priestley, 1981b; Ghil, 1997℄.
The ombination of SSA with MEM provides an immediate appli ation of the spe tral
methods dis ussed herein to predi tion. The key idea, as explained in Se . 3.3, is that ea h
signi ant RC obtained from an SSA analysis is a narrow-band time series. It an therefore
be predi ted fairly robustly by omputing a low-order AR(M ) pro ess that ts this RC
over the time interval available, up to the present epo h. The separate RC predi tions an
then be ombined to form a partial re onstru tion of the entire time series' future evolution
[Keppenne and Ghil, 1992; Vautard et al., 1992℄.
The de ision about whi h RCs to use for this SSA-MEM predi tion is based on a trade-o
between the amount of varian e one hopes to predi t and the reliability of the predi tion. The
former onsideration suggests using all signi ant omponents (see dis ussion in Se s. 2.2
and 2.3), the latter suggests restri ting oneself to the os illatory ones [Plaut et al., 1995℄. The
a ura y of the predi tion depends, in either ase, on the extent to whi h the available data
from the past do determine the regular | i.e., periodi and multiply periodi | behavior
of the time series. Instrumental temperature data over the last few enturies do not seem,
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for instan e, to determine suÆ iently well the behavior of global [Ghil and Vautard, 1991℄
or lo al [Plaut et al., 1995℄ temperatures to permit a reliable limate fore ast on the de adal
time s ale by this SSA-MEM method [Ghil, 1997℄.
On the seasonal-to-interannual time s ale, it appears that the doubly-periodi variability
asso iated with the low-frequen y and quasi-biennial ENSO modes is suÆ iently large and
regular to help predi tion substantially. We saw in Se . 2.2 that these two modes apture
43% of the varian e in the SOI time series and that their onstru tive interferen e a ounts
essentially for all strong and moderate El Ni~nos and La Ni~nas (see Fig. 6). Table 4 shows that
the SSA-MEM method performs as well as, or better than, two other statisti al methods and
three dynami al models, in luding a fully oupled GCM. This does not mean that dynami al
ENSO models ought to be abandoned. It does mean, though, that they have to meet higher
standards of fore ast skill than beating the lassi al ben hmark of \damped persisten e,"
i.e., persisten e gradually regressing to limatology.
Table 4: Comparison of 6-month-lead skill of six ENSO fore ast models.
More importantly, the relatively high a ura y of the SSA-MEM fore ast supports the
essential role played by the two os illatory modes, low-frequen y and quasi-biennial, in ENSO
variability. It emphasizes therewith the ne essity for dynami al models to simulate the
orre t period, amplitude and phase of these two modes. On e a physi al model does that,
it an pro eed to apture other aspe ts of ENSO dynami s, whi h are probably ru ial in
predi ting the magnitude of extreme events, like the 1997-98 El Ni~no, or the extratropi al
aspe ts of seasonal-to-interannual limate variability.
To on lude, spe tral methods of time series analysis and predi tion are intimately onne ted with the nonlinear dynami s of limate. Advan es in the methodology have bene tted
from the deeper insights into the study of time series that dynami al-systems theory provides. These advan es are ontributing in turn to a better understanding and predi tion of
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limate phenomena and pro esses.
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Appendix A. SSA, Spatial EOFs, and the KarhunenLoeve Theorems
A.1 Spatial and temporal EOFs

Table 5 outlines the formal analogy between SSA and the prin ipal omponent analysis
(PCA) of variability in spatial elds. The key idea in both ases is to identify the main
patterns of this variability, in de reasing order of the asso iated varian e. This idea is
arried out by diagonalizing the appropriate ovarian e or orrelation matrix, as shown in
the table below.
Table 5: Analogy between Karhunen{Loeve de omposition in spa e and time.
The eigenve tors of this matrix are alled empiri al orthogonal fun tions (EOFs) in the
meteorologi al literature. We refer to Preisendorfer [1988℄ for the long history of the meteorologi al and o eanographi appli ations, and for referen es to the early work of I. Holmstrom, J.E. Kutzba h, E.N. Lorenz, and W.D. Sellers. In the uid-me hani s literature, the
whole analysis of turbulent elds by the prin ipal- omponent approa h has be ome known as
proper orthogonal de omposition (POD). An ex ellent dis ussion and many more referen es
are given in Ch. 3 of Holmes et al. [1996℄.
The rigorous mathemati al foundation for the spe tral representation of random elds is
analogous to that of orthonormal bases for the solutions of the lassi al equations of mathemati al physi s [Courant and Hilbert, 1953, 1962℄. In the ase of random elds that possess
nite rst- and se ond-order moments, the ounterpart of the linear partial di erential operator being diagonalized is the two-point ovarian e operator. The appropriate theorems have
been proven in the 1940s by Kosambi [1943℄, Loeve [1945℄ and Karhunen [1946℄. Mathemati ally rigorous results in the time domain, rather than the spatial domain, assume that the
univariate sto hasti pro ess is weakly stationary or stationary in the wide sense (see Hannan
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[1960℄, Ghil and Tari o [1997℄, and Mallat [1998℄). Wide-sense stationarity requires the proess to have the same nite mean and nite varian e at ea h time t and a lag-auto orrelation
fun tion that is nite for all lags and depends only on lag.
The ovarian e matri es obtained when dis retizing the spatially ontinuous random
elds or time- ontinuous pro esses of Karhunen-Loeve theory are often quite large. Be ause
of their symmetry, the singular value de omposition (SVD) of these matri es is espe ially
simple [Golub and Van Loan, 1996, Se . 2.5℄ and hen e it is the method of hoi e for their
diagonalization. SVD is, in fa t, the most widely used algorithm in the whole of numeri al
linear algebra.
It seems that Colebrook [1978℄ was the rst one to observe in the o eanographi literature
that the eigenve tors of the lag- orrelation matrix are data-adaptive band-pass lters in
the time domain. He used this observation to improve the spe tral analysis of zooplankton
re ords in the North Atlanti , grouped either by spe ies or by area into \spatial" eigenve tors.
Vautard and Ghil [1989℄ noti ed the spe ial role played by pairs of nearly equal eigenvalues
that are asso iated with temporal EOFs in phase quadrature, and their possible onne tion
to an eÆ ient representation of anharmoni limit y les.
Barnett and Hasselmann [1979℄ proposed the use of EOFs that in orporate a given number of lags for the predi tion of atmospheri and o eani elds in the Tropi al Pa i . Weare
and Nasstrom [1982℄ oined the term extended EOF (EEOF) analysis for their use of PCA
to study variability in a sliding time window of meteorologi al and o eanographi elds. Lau
and Chan [1985℄ applied this analysis to outgoing longwave radiation data over the Indian
and tropi al Pa i o eans.
All these appli ations used a small and xed number of lags: two in the ase of Lau and
Chan [1985℄, three for Weare and Nasstrom [1982℄ and 10 or 12 in Barnett and Hasselmann's
[1979℄ work. This restri tion was essential be ause of these authors' retaining the full extent
of the spatial information provided.
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Kimoto et al. [1991℄ and Plaut and Vautard [1994℄, on the other hand, were

fully aware
of the need to use variable windows in univariate SSA to ensure the statisti al signi an e
of the results, while apturing the main periods of interest. To permit the use of large and
variable lag windows in multi- hannel SSA (M-SSA), they re ommended prior ompression
of the spatial information. This ompression an be arried out either by spatial averaging
[Dettinger et al., 1995b; Jiang et al., 1995a℄, or by pre ltering that uses spatial EOF analysis
[Plaut and Vautard, 1994; Moron et al., 1998℄.
EEOF analysis and M-SSA are thus both extensions of the lassi al Karhunen-Loeve
approa h to the analysis of random elds and stationary pro esses. They both analyze, in
one fell swoop, spatio-temporal variability of limati elds and both use, more often than
not, the lassi al SVD algorithm of numeri al linear algebra. EEOF analysis has its roots
in and stays loser to spatial EOF analysis. M-SSA has its roots in univariate SSA and
has been developing a battery of statisti al signi an e tests for spatio-temporal variability
inspired by those in orporated in the SSA-MTM Toolkit [Plaut and Vautard, 1994; Allen
and Robertson, 1996℄.
A.2 Complementary windows for M-SSA

Both univariate SSA and onventional PCA analysis are spe ial ases of EEOF or M-SSA
analysis: in SSA the number L of hannels equals 1, while in PCA the number M of lags is
1. Following Allen and Robertson [1996℄, both algorithms an be understood in pra ti e in
terms of a \window." These windows are illustrated s hemati ally in Fig. 21.
Figure 21: Comparison between PCA, SSA, and EEOFs{M-SSA.
Standard PCA slides a at and narrow window, of length 1 and width L, over the data
set's N elds, ea h of whi h ontains L data points. PCA thus identi es the spatial patterns,
i.e., the EOFs, whi h a ount for a high proportion of the varian e in the N views of the data
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set thus obtained. Equivalently, PCA an be des ribed as sliding a long and narrow, N  1
window a ross the L input hannels and identifying high-varian e temporal patterns, i.e.
the PCs, in the orresponding L views. In Fig. 21, the former view of things orresponds to
sliding the 1  L window parallel to the x-axis along the t-axis. In the latter view, one slides
an N  1 window that starts out by lying along the t-axis parallel to the x-axis. This latter
ase is also somewhat analogous to the traje tory-matrix version, Eq. (2.5), of single- hannel
SSA, ex ept that in SSA we redu e the length of this long and narrow window to M , and
onsider only one hannel.
These two di erent window interpretations arry over into M-SSA. In the rst ase one
pro eeds from spatial PCA to EEOFs. To do so, we extend our 1  L window by M lags
to form an M  L window that lies in the horizontal (x; s)-plane of Fig. 21. By moving
this window along the t-axis, we sear h for spatio-temporal patterns, i.e. the EEOFs, that
maximize the varian e in the N 0 = N M + 1 overlapping views of the time series thus
obtained. The EEOFs are the eigenve tors of the LM  LM lag- ovarian e matrix given by
Eqs. (4.9){(4.11).
The se ond on eptual route leads from single- hannel SSA to M-SSA. To follow this
route, we redu e the length of the N  1 window to N 0  1. This window still lies initially
along the t-axis and we sear h for temporal patterns, i.e. the N 0 -long PCs, that maximize
the varian e in the M  L views of the time series [Allen and Robertson, 1996; Robertson,
1996℄. This is equivalent to SSA of the univariate time series formed by stringing together all
the hannels of the original multi- hannel time series end-to-end, with the omplementary
window N 0 playing the role of M in SSA. The (redu ed) PCs are the eigenve tors of the
N 0  N 0 redu ed ovarian e matrix with the elements
C (R) =
jj 0

1

"M
L X
X

LM l=1

t=1

Xl (t + j
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1)Xl (t + j 0 1)

#

:

(A.1)

This matrix, unlike the LM  LM matrix of Eq. (4.9), is given by
1 X~ X~ t:
C(R) = LM

(A.2)

In typi al limate appli ations, N 0 < LM ; hen e C(R) is smaller than C~ X and the latter has
a null spa e of dimension LM N 0 . The eigenve tors of C~ X that lie outside this null spa e,
i.e., that orrespond to nonzero eigenvalues, are identi al to those of C(R) .
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Tables
Table 1. Glossary of the prin ipal symbols. Method and se tion number orrespond to
where the symbol appears rst or is used di erently from previous se tions.
Symbols
Ak (t)
Abk (t)
A(t) & An
Ak
a
a1

faj g
fa^j g

B & B^ (f0 )

B & B
b
bk (f )

CR
C(R)
C( )
CX
CX

De nition
Method
k-th prin ipal omponent (PC) of fX (t)g
SSA
k-th lo al PC of fX (t)g at time b
SSA
ontinuous- & dis rete-time envelope fun tion
MTM
k-th multi- hannel PC
SSA
dilation fa tor of (x) ! (x=a)
WLTs
lag-one auto-regression oeÆ ient
SSA
true regression oeÆ ients with order M
estimates of aj with order M 0
MEM
true & estimated amplitude of os illation (at fre- MTM
quen y f0 )
true & estimated dynami s matrix (with lag  )
POP
translation of (x) ! (x b)
WLTs
weighting fun tion
MTM
ovarian e of surrogate data for fX(t)g
SSA
redu ed ovarian e
SSA
lag- ovarian e matrix of fX(t)g with lag 
POP
ovarian e of fX~ (t)g
SSA
grand ovarian e matrix
SSA
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(Se tion)
(Se . 2.2)
(Se . 2.4)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 4.2)
(Se . 2.4)
(Se . 2.3)
(Se . 1)
(Se . 3.3)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 4.1)
(Se . 2.4)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 2.3)
(Appendix)
(Se . 4.1)
(Se . 2.2)
(Se . 4.2)

D
D~
d
d (t)

Ek
Fi
F (f )
f

ffk g
fN
fR
f0

G( )
fgj g
I
i
i
K

K
L
M
M
M t
Mt
M0

traje tory matrix of fX~ (t)g in the univariate ase
traje tory matrix of fX~ l (t)g in the multivariate ase
dimension of underlying attra tor
white-noise ve tor in ontinuous time
eigenve tor matrix of C~ X or T~ X
right-hand sides of ODEs
F-test ratio
frequen y
dis rete sequen e of frequen ies
Nyquist frequen y
Rayleigh frequen y
xed frequen y of pure sinusoid
Green's fun tion asso iated with B at lag 
smoothing weights for SX (fk )
interval for dilations a
time index
imaginary unit
number of tapers
a set of indi es used in re onstru tion
number of hannels
order of auto-regression
embedding dimension
window width
normalization fa tor for RK (t)
order of MEM
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SSA
POP
SSA
MTM
SSA
BT
MTM
MTM
POP
BT
WLTs
SSA
BT
MTM
SSA
POP

SSA
SSA
MEM

(Se . 2.2)
(Se . 4.2)
(Se . 2.1)
(Se . 4.1)
(Se . 4.2)
(Se . 2.1)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 2.3)
(Se . 3.2)
(Se . 2.3)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 4.1)
(Se . 3.2)
(Se . 2.4)
(Se . 2.4)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 2.2)
(Se . 4.1)
(Se . 1)
(Se . 2.1)
(Se . 2.2)
(Se . 2.2)
(Se . 3.3)

N
N0
N

P (f )
p

Q
RK (t)
RKb (t)
Rk
r
S (f )
S0

SX (f ) & S^X (f )
S~X (f )

SX (fk ) & SX (f )
SX (f ) & S^X (f )
S^k (f )

Sr (f ) & Sw (f )

TX
t

t
nt
Uk (f )

length of fX (nt)g
length of fX~ (nt)g
normalization fa tor for TX
umulative power spe trum
integer band-width parameter
lag-zero ovarian e matrix of d (t)
re onstru ted omponent (RC) of fX (t)g for a set K
K-th lo al RC of fX (t)g at time b
k-th multi- hannel RC
lag-one auto- orrelation
power spe trum of AR(1) pro ess
average of S (f )
true & estimated periodogram
orrelogram
dire t & indire t estimate of SX (f )
true & estimated (by fa^j g) power spe trum
k-th eigenspe trum
high-resolution & adaptively-weighted multi-taper
spe trum
grand blo k-matrix for ovarian es
ontinuous time (t 2 R ) or dis rete time (t 2 Z+)
sampling rate
dis retely sampled time
dis rete Fourier transform of wk (t)
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SSA
MTM
POP
SSA
SSA
SSA
SSA
SSA
SSA
BT
BT
BT
BT
MTM
MTM
SSA

MTM

(Se . 1)
(Se . 2.1)
(Se . 4.2)
(Se . 3.1)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 4.1)
(Se . 2.2)
(Se . 2.4)
(Se . 4.2)
(Se . 2.3)
(Se . 2.3)
(Se . 2.3)
(Se . 3.2)
(Se . 3.2)
(Se . 3.2)
(Se . 3.2)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 4.2)
(Se . 1)
(Se . 1)
(Se . 1)
(Se . 3.4)

W
W (a; b)
W (k)

Wm (k)
wk (t)
X^ (t)
Xn
X (p)

fX (t)g
X~ (t)
X0

XI (t)

X~ (t) & X~ (nt)

fX(t)g
fX~ lg
Y^k (f )
 (t)


k

& X
R
k

 (t)

sliding-window length of wavelet
wavelet transform of fX (t)g using b-translated and
a-dilated ((t b)=a)
lag-window for SX (f ) with smoothing parameter 
Barlett window for SX (f ) with window length m
k-th taper
observed time series
X (nt)
p-th order di erentiation of X (t) with respe t to time
t, dp X=dtp
univariate time series in t 2 R or t 2 Z+
M -dimensional augmented ve tor of X (t)
mean of fX(t)g
re onstru ted X (t)
ontinuous- & dis rete-time re onstru ted signal
multivariate time series in t 2 R or t 2 Z+
multi- hannel augmented ve tor of fX~ (t)g
dis rete Fourier transform of fX (t)wk (t)g
time-s ale ratio
additive noise
explained ontribution to varian e
k-th eigenvalue & eigenvalue matrix of CX
proje tion of CR onto EX
weight of k-th taper
number of degrees of freedom of spe trum
random for ing
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SSA
SSA

(Se . 2.4)
(Se . 2.4)

BT
BT
MTM

(Se . 3.2)
(Se . 3.2)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 1)
(Se . 1)
(Se . 1)

SSA
WLTs
MTM
POP
SSA
MTM
SSA
MTM
MTM
SSA
SSA
MTM
MTM

(Se . 1)
(Se . 2.1)
(Se . 2.3)
(Se . 2.4)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 4.1)
(Se . 4.2)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 2.4)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 2.2)
(Se . 2.3)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 3.4)
(Se . 1)

k

& EX
2


X (k) & ^X (k)

(x)

k-th eigenve

tor & eigenve tor matrix of CX
varian e of random for ing
hara teristi delay time
true & estimated lag k auto- orrelation fun tion of
X (t)
mother wavelet of variable x
unexplained ontribution to varian e
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SSA
BT

(Se . 2.2)
(Se . 1)
(Se . 2.3)
(Se . 3.2)

WLTs
MTM

(Se . 2.4)
(Se . 3.4)

SSA

Table 2. Analogy between SSA and wavelet analysis. See text for notation.

Method
Analyzing
fun tion
Basi fa ts
De omposition
S ale
Epo h
Average
& trend
Derivative

SSA
EOF k

k

eigenve tors of CX
X (t + t0 )k (t0 )

M
X
t0 =1

W

=

M t

Wavelet transform
Mother wavelet

Z

hosen a priori


t b
dt
X (t)
a
a

t

b

1

(0)

2

(1)
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Table 3.
Method Para- Lines
metri
BT
No
Low
Se . 3.2
resolution
MEM/AR Yes
High AR
Se . 3.3
order (3)
POP & Yes
In spa e &
ENM
time (5)
Se . 4.1
MTM
No
Harmoni

Comparison table of spe tral methods. Footnotes are given in the table in parentheses; key
referen es are grouped under abbreviations in square bra kets.

Se . 3.4

analysis

Cont.
Modulation Error
spe trum
bars
Varian e
redu tion
Low AR
order
No

Varian e
redu tion
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SSA

No

Low
resolution

Wavelets

No

Variable
??
resolution (10)

Se s. 2
and 4.2

Se . 2.4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Yes (9)

Partially (1)

Yes (4)
No
Amplitude &
phase;
frequen y
via ESA (6)
Amplitude &
phase; some
frequen y
shifts

Con den e
intervals (2)
Con den e
intervals
Robustness
 -test
F -test

(7);
on den e
intervals (8)

Heuristi
error bars;
Monte Carlo
on den e
intervals (8)
Amplitude & ??
phase &
frequen y

Remarks
Simple

Inverse-model
dynami s:
linear & stable
Cost of DPSS
omputation
Dete ts
nonlinear
os illations
Nonstationary
signals,
lo al in time &
frequen y

Only one degree of freedom in envelope, via omplex demodulation.
Con den e intervals are obtained with respe t to AR(0) and AR(1) null hypotheses.
High AR orders an produ e very good resolution, but spurious peaks too.
Underlying AR model an des ribe modulated os illation.
POP is used to dete t spatio-temporal patterns on an AR(1) ba kground.
Evolutive spe tral analysis.
F -test for harmoni analysis has a high resolution but produ es spurious peaks when the spe trum is
ontinuous.
8. Con den e intervals are obtained from the null hypothesis of AR(0) or AR(1) noise.
9. Approximated by the near- onstant slopes in the spe tral \s ree diagram."
10. The hoi e of the wavelet basis is deli ate and involves a trade-o between time resolution, s ale resolution

Table 4. Comparison of 6-month-lead skill of ENSO fore ast models (after
rst three models are dynami al, while the last three are statisti al.

Ghil and Jiang

[1998℄); the

Dynami al
Authors
Model
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Predi ted
SST region
5ÆN-5ÆS
Period of
re ord
Skill
(1982-93)

Zebiak & Cane Barnett
(1987)

et al.

Statisti al

(1993) Ji 
(1994)

Barnston &
Van den Dool Jiang
Ropelewski (1992) (1994)
(1995b)

et al.

Physi al: simple
oupled

Hybrid: physi al o ean
model oupled to a
statisti al atmosphere

Ni~no-3

et al.

Empiri al:
onstru ted
analogs

Statisti al: SSA
and MEM

Central Pa i

Physi al: oupled Statisti al:
o ean-atmosphere anoni al
GCM
orrelation
analysis
Ni~no-3.4
Ni~no-3.4

Ni~no-3.4

Ni~no-3

90Æ -150Æ W

140Æ -180ÆW

120Æ -170ÆW

120Æ -170ÆW

120Æ -170ÆW

90Æ -150ÆW

1970-93

1966-93

1984-93

1956-93

1956-93

1984-93

Corr

0.62

Corr

0.65

Corr

0.69

Corr

0.66

Corr

RMSE

0.95

RMSE

0.97

RMSE

0.83

RMSE

0.89

RMSE 0.89

RMSE 0.50

SD

1.08

SD

1.10

SD

1.00

SD

1.11

SD

SD

The rst ve olumns are based on information from Barnston et al. [1994℄; see further des ription
of models and validation methodology in their paper and in Ghil and Jiang [1998℄. SSA-MEM fore asts
(last olumn) have ontinued to be equally skillful in real-time fore asting sin e their early predi tion of
the 1997{98 El Ni~no [Saunders et al., 1997℄.


0.66

1.11

Corr

0.74

1.00

Table 5: Analogy between Karhunen{Loeve de omposition in spa e (traditional or spatial
EOFs) and time (temporal EOFs).

Spatial EOFs
(x; t) =

P

Ak (t)k (x)

x - spa

SSA
X (t + s) =

e

P

Ak (t)k (s)

s - lag

C (x; y ) = E f(x; ! )(y; ! )g a CX (s) = E fX (; ! )X (s; ! )g a
= T1 R0T (x; t)(y; t)dt
= T1 R0T X (t)X (t + s)dt

Ck (x) = k k (x) b

CX k (s) = k k (s) b

The expe tation operator E represents averaging over a theoreti al ensemble of realizations
denoted by !. This is approximated by an average over epo hs t. See text for the rest of the
notation.
b The ovarian e operators C and C are approximated in pra ti e by the orresponding
X

matri es C and CX .
a
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Figure aptions
: The s hemati diagram of a ghost limit y le. (a) A perspe tive sket h of the limit
y le (heavy solid) in a three-dimensional Eu lidean spa e. Light-solid lines indi ate two distin t traje tories that approa h the limit y le in a dire tion in whi h it is stable and leave its
neighborhood in an unstable dire tion (b) Sket h of the proje tion of four representative traje tories (light solid) onto a Poin are se tion (i.e., a plane interse ting transversally the limit
y le) in a neighborhood of the limit y le. The gure's mutually perpendi ular dire tions
(heavy solid) of stability (inward pointing arrows) and instability (outward pointing arrows)
an form in general an arbitrary angle with ea h other. The shape of su h a limit y le need
not be ellipti , as shown in the gure, ex ept near the Hopf bifur ation point where it arises.
(Reprodu ed from Ghil and Yiou [1996℄ with the permission of Springer{Verlag.)

Figure 1

: Variations of the Southern Os illation Index (SOI) between January 1942 and June
1999. Time on the abs issa in alendar years and SOI on the ordinate normalized by its
standard deviation.

Figure 2

: Singular spe trum of the SOI time series; the eigenvalues are plotted as usual in
de reasing order. The embedding dimension for Figs. 3 to 7 is M = 60, whi h represents
a time window of 5 years. The error bars are based on the default option of the SSAMTM Toolkit (http://www.atmos.u la.edu/t d/ssa/). This option uses the ad ho estimate
of varian e k of an eigenvalue k given by

Figure 3

k = (2=N^ )k :

The key element of this estimate is the number N^ of independent d-o-f in the time series.
^ = N , whi h is
Vautard and Ghil [1989℄, who rst proposed this estimate in SSA, used N
very optimisti , while Ghil and Mo [1991a℄ used N^ = N=M , whi h is too onservative. The
Toolkit's urrent Version 4.0, following Unal and Ghil [1995℄, uses N^ = N= , where  is the
time series' estimated de orrelation time [see Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12)℄ and  is an empiri al
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onstant,  = 1:5.
: First ve EOFs of the SOI time series. The leading four EOFs are grouped into two
pairs, (1; 2) and (3; 4), in panels (a) and (b).

Figure 4

: First ve PCs of the SOI time series. Note phase quadrature in panels (a) and (b).
The maximal ross- orrelation in panel (a) is rea hed when PC-2 leads PC-1 by 10 months
and equals 0.89. In panel (b) the maximum ross- orrelation equals 0.71 and is obtained
when PC-4 leads PC-3 by 9 months.

Figure 5

: Partial re onstru tions of the SOI time series. (a) Re onstru tion based on EOFs 1{4
(heavy solid). The raw SOI series is shown as the light solid urve. El Ni~nos (warm events)
are shown as upward-pointing arrows on the lower abs issa, while La Ni~nas ( old events)
are shown as downward-pointing arrows on the upper abs issa; the arrows are aligned with
the January losest to the event maximum. (b) The trend of re onstru ted omponent (RC)
number 5 (RC-5); see text for details.

Figure 6

: Monte Carlo singular spe trum of the SOI time series. The diamonds indi ate proje tions of the noise eigenve tors onto the data orrelation matrix, f. Eq. (2.13); the lower
and upper ti ks on the error bars indi ate the 5th and 95th noise per entiles. For ea h
EOF, a hara teristi frequen y was estimated by maximizing its orrelation with a sinusoid;
therefore, the frequen y at whi h ea h diamond is plotted is just an average estimate. The
frequen ies in this gure and subsequent ones are given in y les per month.

Figure 7

: Instantaneous SOI frequen ies, based on the two leading EOFs of multi-s ale SSA.
These frequen ies were omputed independently for the lo al EOFs 1 (solid) and 2 (dashed).
The results agree well with ea h other and demonstrate a sharp jump in frequen y between
1961 and 1962 (Reprodu ed from Yiou et al. [2000℄ with the permission of Elsevier S ien e
B.V.).

Figure 8

: Classi al spe tral estimates of the SOI time series, from a raw orrelogram (light
solid) and lag-window estimate (heavy solid), with a Bartlett window of width m = 40, are

Figure 9
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shown.
: Bla kman-Tukey orrelogram estimate of the SSA- ltered SOI. The embedding dimension for SSA is M = 60 and re onstru ted omponents (RCs) 1{4 and 10{11 were hosen
as most signi ant. A Bartlett window of width m = 30 was used for the spe tral estimate
of the pre ltered SOI. The error bars are based on a hi-square test and rea h from the 2.5%
to the 97.5% quantile.

Figure 10

: MEM spe tral estimates of the SOI time series. The auto orrelation orders are
M 0 = 10; 20; 40 (light solid, heavy solid, and dashed urves). The Akaike information- ontent
(AIC) riterion [Haykin and Kesler, 1983℄ predi ts an order of M 0  10, whi h is obviously
too low.

Figure 11

: MEM analysis of the SOI time series after SSA pre ltering. The auto-regression
order used is M 0 = 20. The SSA window width is M = 60, and RCs 1{4 and 10{11 were
hosen, as in Fig. 10.

Figure 12

: The rst K = 3 eigentapers for the ase p = 2, omputed for the length N = 690
of the SOI time series in Fig. 2. Note that the 3rd eigentaper or dis rete prolate spheroidal
sequen e (DPSS) is the least leakage-resistant sin e its values near the boundaries t = 0 and
t = N t of the sampling interval are no longer negligible, like those of the rst two DPSSs.
The eigentapers shown have been normalized to unit power.

Figure 13

: Adaptively weighted MTM spe trum of the SOI time series. The estimated red-noise
ba kground and asso iated 90%, 95%, and 99% signi an e levels are shown by four urves
(light solid), in this order, from the lowest to the highest urve in the gure. Three signals
with interannual and lower frequen ies | the trend and ENSO's low-frequen y and quasibiennial signals | are signi ant at the 99% level. Several higher-frequen y peaks appear
also to be signi ant; please see text for a more detailed assessment of their signi an e. The
bandwidth parameter is p = 2 and K = 3 tapers were used.

Figure 14

Figure 15

: Comparison between MTM spe tra obtained by harmoni -analysis test and adap-
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tively weighted estimation against red-noise ba kground. (a) Harmoni -signal (varian eratio) F -test with median, 90%, 95%, and 99% signi an e levels indi ated; (b) reshaped
vs. unreshaped adaptively weighted MTM spe trum based on p = 2 and K = 3, and a
90% F -test signi an e riterion for reshaping. The dashed line in panel (b) represents the
dis repan y between reshaped spe trum (solid) and the unreshaped one; it thus provides a
measure of the portion of the MTM spe trum asso iated with harmoni features. Signi an e
levels for the reshaped spe trum are as in Figure 14.
: Multi-taper re onstru tion of the signi ant interannual omponents orresponding
to (a) the trend, (b) low-frequen y band, and ( ) quasi-biennial band of ENSO. A minimummis t boundary ondition was employed in the re onstru tions, as des ribed in the text. The
parameters p = 2 and K = 3 were used as above.

Figure 16

: Sum of the three MTM re onstru ted omponents (heavy solid), along with the raw
SOI series (light solid).

Figure 17

: SST anomalies averaged over the Ni~no-3 region. Light solid line: GISST data; heavy
urves are RCs 2-3 for M = 60 (solid) and N 0 = 60 (short dashes), as well as RCs 3-4 for
M = N 0 = 270 (long dashes).

Figure 18

: Phase- omposites for the low-frequen y ENSO y le, as given by RCs 2-3 with
N 0 = 60. The y le is divided into eight segments of 45Æ ea h, using the rst spatial PC as
an index. Contour interval is 0.1Æ C.

Figure 19

: Monte Carlo signi an e test for os illations in the GISST data. The rst 10 spatial
PCs are proje ted onto AR(1) basis ve tors with M = 270. Error bars show the 95%
on den e interval onstru ted from an AR(1) surrogate-data ensemble of 1000. In omparing
with Fig. 7, please note that the distribution of the points along the abs issa here is uniform,
sin e the attribution of the dominant frequen y for AR(1) basis ve tors is simple [Vautard
and Ghil, 1989; Allen, 1992℄.

Figure 20

Figure 21

: Comparison between PCA, SSA, and EEOFs{M-SSA. The axes are spatial oordi-
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nate (or spatial PC label) x, time t, and lag s; dis rete values of these variables are labeled
by l; n; and j , respe tively ( ourtesy of K.-C. Mo).
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